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�,�Q�W�U�R�G�X�F�W�L�R�Q
Embracing a spectrum of different workout methods, cross training is the
best way to produce a fit, slender body while achieving peak overall fitness.
�)�X�Q�F�W�L�R�Q�D�O���&�U�R�V�V���7�U�D�L�Q�L�Q�J is a step-by-step guide that brings together this
wide range of cutting-edge techniques, including plyometrics, intense
circuit training, weightlifting, and gym-free bodyweight exercises. The
results are astounding—dramatically increased power, incredible
endurance, packed-on lean muscle mass and greatly reduced body fat.

So? What does that really mean to you and your fitness? What makes
functional cross training so revolutionary?

Functional cross training (or FXT) can—and will—change your life by
modifying the way you look at fitness. Through years of research and
testing, we developed a program that’s easy to remember, simple to follow,
and extremely effective for all individuals regardless of age, weight, current
fitness level or lifestyle and activity goals.

FXT has a unique and modular fitness structure that’s built around your
personal goals while using the extremely easy-to-follow FXT Point System
for workouts. Once you’ve chosen your goal, you can follow our sample
workouts while you learn how to develop your own programs for lifelong
fitness. Whether they’re short-term goals like rapid fat loss or sculpting
your physique, or the long-term adoption of a healthy fitness lifestyle, these
goals blend seamlessly from one program to the next without needing to
employ an expensive personal trainer, purchase a gym membership or wait
until “the time is right” for you to start getting fitter, healthier and happier
with your appearance.

As your fitness changes and you progress through the program, you can
target new goals such as speed, strength, muscle gain, definition/tone and
even endurance for your first marathon or triathlon! Just follow the simple
guidelines for adding or subtracting points to your weekly workouts and
you have the roadmap to get you to your new destination.

Whether your goal is to drop a little extra weight, shave minutes off a
marathon time or build core strength for a more powerful tennis serve,



�)�X�Q�F�W�L�R�Q�D�O���&�U�R�V�V���7�U�D�L�Q�L�Q�J is the workout partner that will push you to your
full potential. In addition to revolutionary day-by-day workouts, this
illustrated guide delivers over 100 unique exercises, complete with step-by-
step photos, that will enable you to transform your body and perform like
you never thought possible. The only thing that’s between you and
achieving your fitness goals is taking the first step and getting started!



�7�K�H���-�R�X�U�Q�H�\
�%�U�H�W�W�� My fitness journey started out way before I ever had the pleasure of
meeting Jason, really back to when I was a little fat kid. When I look back
at photos now, I realize I was probably just “chubby,” but my self-esteem
and body image were always pretty poor and I had an unhealthy level of
resentment for the fact that many of my friends were fitter or more athletic
than I was. I wanted to be better, faster and fitter, but I never had the desire,
motivation or know-how to get started.

After college, I grew my hair and picked up a guitar and didn’t exercise
or play any organized sports until I met Jason in late 1999. During those 15
or so years, I’d gained well over 50 pounds and picked up smoking
cigarettes, nearly two packs a day. Little did I know how much my life
would change shortly after this hotshot programmer kid named Warner
showed up at my office.

�-�D�V�R�Q�� Brett and I became friends in the late ’90s when we were
working at an Internet start-up company. We became fast friends despite me
being in my early 20s and Brett being nearly 30. We did things you’d
expect brothers to do: played all sorts of sports, competed against each
other in softball, football and basketball, and worked out together. It was
some of the most fun I’ve ever had. From the beginning, we were both
interested in fitness, though neither of us had a clue what we were doing.
We thought we did, but hindsight lends perspective.

We had no clue, and the prevailing conventional wisdom didn’t help,
either. We ate and worked out just as the experts told us to, but we didn’t
seem to be getting anywhere.

We tried to learn. We did the very typical thing of grabbing all the
fitness magazines we could find, reading them, tearing out pages and
comparing notes. We quickly realized that fitness magazines were NOT in
the business of educating people. In the same magazine you’d find several
conflicting pieces of information—workouts that talked about doing the
exact opposite of a workout only a few pages earlier and an eating style that



was a huge no-no a few months ago. Even after our “research” we were left
in the dark.

�%�U�H�W�W�� We were confused about what program to choose, so we tried
everything we could. With Jason’s help, in the span of a year I’d dropped
nearly 65 pounds of fat, met the woman of my dreams, quit smoking, and
started down the path to fitness and a much healthier, happier life.
Everything was going perfectly until life stepped in and Jason moved 2500
miles away. Gone was my source of knowledge and motivation, as well as
my exercise buddy. It seemed like I was destined to head back to plopping
my butt on the couch after work. It would’ve been so easy to put back on all
the weight I’d lost, but now I was a totally different person and was proud
of the changes I’d made, and I wasn’t willing to give up.

Shortly after Jason moved away, I channeled the competitiveness we’d
share each day on the basketball court or at the gym into a new addiction—
triathlon and marathon running.

�-�D�V�R�Q�� When I arrived in Phoenix, the new company I was working for
offered us a free gym membership so I took full advantage of it. Moving to
a new state with no family or friends and my wife working long hours
during her medical school residency, the gym was practically my home. If I
wasn’t in the weight room, I was out on the basketball court. All of the
high-intensity training was really starting to pay off and I found myself in
the best shape of my life, right up to when I injured my Achilles tendon and
was forced to change my routine and learn about rehab. I cover this a lot
more in �: �H�L�J�K�W�V���R�Q���W�K�H���%�2�6�8���%�D�O�D�Q�F�H���7�U�D�L�Q�H�U, but the bottom line was that
I learned more about training during the period when I was rehabbing my
Achilles than ever before. During this time I started developing very
specific routines and drills for sports performance and made the choice to
someday become a personal trainer.

�%�U�H�W�W�� It took about seven years for Jason to convince me to move out
to Arizona, and during the time apart we’d developed completely different
training regimens. Mine was all about speed, endurance and bodyweight
exercises and Jason’s included many more Olympic-style lifts, plyometric
movements and strength-building exercises. While we were originally on
opposite ends of the training spectrum, we sort of met each other in the
middle to create hybrid routines that would work for a 150-pound triathlete



and a 225-pound weightlifter. We didn’t know it at the time, but it was the
start of FXT.

�-�D�V�R�Q�� Both of us are information sponges. Being reunited only
reinvigorated our mutual love of all things sport and fitness related. We
continued researching and experimenting with everything under the sun,
trying to find what worked and what didn’t. We spent time figuring out
endurance training and nutrition, then we moved to strength and power
training. We meticulously catalogued the things we did, making sure to note
what worked and what didn’t.

Both Brett and I became certified personal trainers right around the time
we began to work on �����:�H�H�N�V���W�R���������3�X�O�O���8�S�V. We took everything we’d
learned about improving our physiques and weight loss and created the
programs that would become �����:�H�H�N�V���W�R���*�H�W�W�L�Q�J���5�L�S�S�H�G. From there, I
guess we went a little overboard.

�%�U�H�W�W�� Over the next two years, we developed programs and wrote
books, everything from �8�O�W�L�P�D�W�H���-�X�P�S���5�R�S�H���:�R�U�N�R�X�W�V to �����:�H�H�N�V���W�R������
�3�R�X�Q�G�V���R�I���0�X�V�F�O�H. We authored programs for tackling obstacle courses,
triathlons, road races, medicine balls and BOSU Balance Trainers, and even
worked with coauthors on nutritional programs for athletes, vegans and
those following the Paleo diet.

�)�X�Q�F�W�L�R�Q�D�O���&�U�R�V�V���7�U�D�L�Q�L�Q�J, or FXT, is the culmination of all the
programs—or at least all the “good” ones—we’ve developed over the last
decade in one place. FXT is the result of years of learning the whats, the
whys and, most importantly, the hows of fitness for the average individual
looking to get fitter, faster and stronger. FXT is for everyone, no matter his
or her goal. It’s about teaching people and giving them the tools to actually
understand what’s going on with their bodies and how to craft a training and
nutrition program for your specific goals. In short, FXT is about you and
getting you to your goal, whatever that is.

Millions of visitors to our websites, countless e-mails and personal
messages from you—the fans of our books, mobile apps and online
programs—inspired us to continually develop and tweak FXT in order to
deliver something truly new and unique to fitness that will help make it
easier for you to get fit. This book and program is dedicated to each and
every one of you out there who’s looking to make a change and embrace a
fitter, healthier and happier lifestyle. Thank you for your continued support,



and we sincerely appreciate the feedback we’ve received over the years in
order to build the most comprehensive yet simple training plan ever. We
truly hope you enjoy it and develop a lifelong relationship with fitness!



�$�E�R�X�W���W�K�H���%�R�R�N
The �)�X�Q�F�W�L�R�Q�D�O���&�U�R�V�V���7�U�D�L�Q�L�Q�J program is designed to make selecting a
program and sticking with it as easy as possible. Pick your goal-based
program, choose the level that meets your age, weight or fitness level, and
track your weekly workout points. It’s that easy!

In �3�D�U�W���,�� we give you an overview of both functional and cross
training, then show you how and why we mashed them up into an
incredibly effective series of programs to build your strongest, fittest, fastest
and healthiest body ever. We’ll help you decode your goals and get you to
focus on setting the right goal, as well as pair you up with the right fitness
program to help you reach (or exceed) it as rapidly as possible. You’ll find
plenty of information in our FAQ section to help you get started or
overcome some nagging doubts that are holding you back from getting fit,
and then finally give you some motivation to get you on your way.

In �3�D�U�W���� you’ll come face to face with the program that’s custom-
matched to you, addressing your goal, your level and your duration to reach
your new level of fitness. We’ll cover:

Fitness: How to build a fitness-based lifestyle
Speed: How to become explosively fast
Endurance: How to go farther, longer
Muscle: How to develop a sculpted physique with lean muscle
Strength: How to build the power to lift more weight
We’ll also explain the easy-to-use point system for workouts and start

you out with sample workouts to get you off and running (or lifting,
squatting or even actually running). Based on your goals and adjusted for
your current level of fitness, each program is simple to follow. It’s even
easier to create your own, with potentially millions of different workouts
that grow and progress along with your fitness level to continually
challenge and strengthen your entire body.

Of course, the workouts would be nothing without the exercises, and in
�3�D�U�W���� we provide over 100 of them, with multiple variations to keep your



body working through various planes of motion. They include bodyweight
and weighted movements, dozens of core-sculpting exercises, plyometrics
and so much more. Each exercise group is based on functional movements
to develop rock-solid muscle in your upper body, core and lower body. This
section also features warm-ups, stretches and cardiovascular drills to get
you ready for the workouts, keep you loose, develop endurance, raise your
metabolism and, of course, recover after each completed regimen.

Nutrition will also play a huge part in your lifestyle and physique
transformation, so you’ll get the lowdown on everything you need to know
about fueling for performance—what to eat and when to eat it to maximize
your training and get in the best shape of your life in �3�D�U�W������

If weight loss is one of your goals, turn to the �$�S�S�H�Q�G�L�[�� Here you’ll
get the lowdown on how to figure out how many calories you need on a
daily basis. We also provide additional full-body exercises as well as a
quick 10-minute travel workout that you can perform anywhere so you
never have a reason to miss out on your workouts!

We’ve created and tested these programs over the last several years, and
the goal of combining them all into �)�X�Q�F�W�L�R�Q�D�O���&�U�R�V�V���7�U�D�L�Q�L�Q�J is to make
fitness accessible for everyone regardless of age, gender, weight and current
level of physical ability. We hope you approach this book as a reference to
create workouts of all types for years to come and, most importantly, we
sincerely hope you have fun getting fit. After all, if you can’t enjoy the
journey, can you ever truly enjoy the destination?



�: �K�D�W���,�V���)�; �7�"
Simply put, FXT, or functional cross training, is a multi-plane, multi-
discipline and multi-muscle workout regimen designed to develop speed,
strength, flexibility, athletic ability and full-body fitness. FXT was created
to help athletes of all ages, sizes and athletic ability realize and meet their
true fitness goals by blending real-world “functional” movements and
cutting-edge full-body “cross-training” workout regimens into one dynamic
program.

In order to understand the genesis of functional cross training, it helps to
review the terms “functional” and “cross training” to get a clearer picture of
how and why training with the FXT program can help you develop a higher
level of performance and gain a deeper knowledge of the exercises and
routines you can use for lifelong fitness.

Around 2006, Jason injured himself pretty badly when he
tore his Achilles tendon. The next several years were filled
with frustration and pain trying to get it back in shape. There
was a period of time, right after his first child started to run
around the house, that Jason realized how important simple
things were. His Achilles wasn’t healing properly and he
began to wonder if he’d ever chase his son around the park,
kick a ball with him, or even play a game of basketball as he
grew. Forget rugby, marathons or 500-pound squats—Jason
wanted to enjoy playing outside with his son! In order to
rehabilitate his body, Jason had to essentially “start small”
by focusing on small, everyday tasks and movements before
he could participate in sports again; he needed to put the
function first, and then focus on performance.

�)�X�Q�F�W�L�R�Q�D�O���0 �R�Y�H�P�H�Q�W�V���	 ���)�X�Q�F�W�L�R�Q�D�O���7�U�D�L�Q�L�Q�J



Functional movements are simple, real-world actions that we might take for
granted...until we can’t do them anymore: picking up a box, walking up
stairs, navigating a shopping mall full of people. Functional movements are
also things we don’t necessarily do every day, such as swimming, running,
hiking, carrying your children in the amusement park, dragging your
luggage through the airport and stowing it in the overhead compartment.
Functional movements can also take place in sports: chasing after a pop-up
in baseball, spiking a volleyball, bounce-passing the basketball to a
teammate or getting past a defender for a lay-up. Any motion that requires
one muscle group to stabilize while another muscle group performs an
action (flexion, extension, rotation, etc.) is a “functional movement.” Most
often, that stabilizing group is the core musculature—the abdominal, spinal
and trunk muscles.

In order to train to perform functional movements, you need to perform
full-body functional movements. While that’s no huge revelation, so many
of us spend an overwhelming amount of time trying to get in shape by
focusing on very specific exercises designed to work a limited muscle
group when we’d reap much more benefit from using our entire body to
perform exercises designed to mimic real-world movements.

Functional training is essentially utilizing exercises that incorporate
multi-joint, multi-muscle, full-body movement. The type of movement
employed can differ from basic to complex but, make no mistake, this
training style doesn’t take place flat on a bench or require performing
multiple reps targeting one specific muscle with one specific motion.
Through different types of exercises, from walking to running or sprinting
to calisthenics, functional training utilizes your own body weight as
resistance through a wide range of movements to develop a fit, well-
balanced athlete. All exercise that furthers the goal of pain-free movement
and core stabilization can be considered functional training.

What does that mean? Getting stronger, becoming more agile, flexible,
faster and fitter, and developing endurance are all examples of the positive
byproducts of functional training. While you’re working to improve your
performance at particular kinesthetic functions, your musculoskeletal
system is adapting, growing and changing to make your entire body more
functionally fit.



Running is a perfect example of a linear activity, while
everyday movements occur on multiple planes. How often
have you heard a perfectly fit runner sidetracked by a pulled
muscle from twisting to pick up a bag of groceries? When
you train excessively in one specific plane, most other major
muscle groups are neglected, as are the supporting muscles
that “bridge” one group to another to allow fluid, balanced
movements.

�: �K�D�W���,�V���&�U�R�V�V���7�U�D�L�Q�L�Q�J�"
Think of the most specific athletic movement possible. Is it shotputting,
where the single goal is to throw something as far as possible? Is it running,
where the goal is to pick up one foot and place it in front of the other? Is it
doing the deadlift, where the goal is to pick up the most weight from the
floor you can? All of these movements appear to use one particular
discipline to perform each singular goal. Should those athletes train by only
focusing on the distinct muscles used by each of those athletic movements?

One of the biggest mistakes athletes make is to take a myopic view of
their training, isolating their body’s overall function in terms of a specific
goal. Running is a classic example of this. For years people training for a
marathon would simply run, thinking that running for more miles and more
time would get them in the best shape possible to run the marathon and
complete their goal. This is no longer the case now that coaching, training
and recovery/therapy methods have improved. Of course, someone hoping
to finish a marathon needs to run a considerable amount, but to do it well
they also need to work out with weights, train their core and not neglect
their overall movement patterns. Specific training for a prolonged period of
time, no matter the type, always leads to imbalances that will catch up to
you at some point.

Athletes can improve specific sport-related performance by adopting
exercises and training methods designed to promote full-body strength,
flexibility and overall fitness. The term “cross training,” used to refer to



athletes in one sport adopting training methods from another sport during
their off-season, is appropriately applied to athletes utilizing a multi-sport
training regimen. They’re essentially training their bodies to be as fit as
possible in order to improve their overall athletic performance.

To think about it another way, the body is a very complex machine
prone to failure. Optimal performance means making sure the entire
machine is performing as it should. If someone trains only by running, the
cardiovascular system is improving, lower body tendons are improving, and
some lower body muscles are adapting to handle the stress of running. But
your core is not improving and could actually degrade. What about
muscular imbalances? Are they improving or degrading? Is this optimal
training?

As another example at the other extreme, if a power lifter who only
competes in the bench press event is training only for that specific event,
what’s happening to the rest of his body? Is his chest getting stronger than
his back? Is he training his legs to support that added upper body weight? Is
he doing any core training or performing cardiovascular training to improve
his endurance? The answers to all these questions are most commonly “no,”
and his limited training methods that are extremely effective at crafting
massive chest and arm muscles are also incredibly effective at developing
an unbalanced physique and stressing or injuring other body parts, which
are forced to overcompensate for the disproportionate growth in other
muscle groups.

Of course, we’re not suggesting that a runner and a power lifter should
be training in even remotely similar fashion, though we are saying that both
should be using a very balanced training approach geared toward their
specific goal. To do otherwise is shortsighted and, frankly, dangerous.

It may sound counterintuitive but should make perfect sense: Cross
training supports very specific fitness and athletic goals by strengthening
the entire body in a balanced, safe and effective manner. By training the
entire body to maximize performance and movement, each of the specific
muscle groups needed for precise skill are improved. You may have heard
the aphorism “a rising tide lifts all boats,” and that holds true for your body.
The fitter your entire body is, the better you can become at every athletic
movement. All athletes, no matter how specific their goals, need to add



multi-planar training to become fitter, faster and more flexible and perform
better.



�: �K�\���)�; �7�"
FXT is about training smart for lifelong activity while being a simple,
effective and adaptable program that you can use anywhere, anytime. FXT
is about supporting your goal in an easy-to-follow, easy-to-implement,
easy-to-continue fashion. FXT is also lifestyle training, perfect for families
looking to get into shape together as well as athletes looking to improve in
their specific sport. FXT is individual, modular and all-encompassing. FXT
is for everyone. FXT is for you.

FXT works on the widest of fitness spectrums, from someone looking to
move in a pain-free fashion to another looking to become a professional
athlete. �)�X�Q�F�W�L�R�Q�D�O���&�U�R�V�V���7�U�D�L�Q�L�Q�J will furnish you with the information to
actually understand why you’ll be doing something. This book will offer the
templates on how to achieve your goal. It will also provide you with the
ability to adapt everything to you as an individual. With hundreds of
different exercises and multiple different programs created for optimal
performance at different athletic pursuits, FXT was created for athletes of
all ages, sizes, and existing fitness levels to set, train toward, and meet their
goals. Our pledge to you is that we’ll do this in an approachable way that
everyone can understand and follow.

The first step in the process is understanding and focusing on your real
fitness goals. This is probably the hardest yet most important aspect of the
entire process—athletes commonly skip this part, assuming that they
already understand the goal they’re working toward. In the section “What
Are Your Real Goals?” (page 34), we break down some common vague
targets and help you ask yourself the important questions about what you
want to get out of your training, and then point you toward the program(s)
that will suit you. Even if you think you know your goal, please take the
time and read through the goal-setting section.

Once you’ve chosen and committed to your goal, we’ll equip you with
the background to understand why we advocate certain approaches, training
styles and timing. Each of the programs for muscle, strength, speed,
endurance, fitness and weight loss have their own very specific training



method to get you on track to crush your goals as quickly as possible. With
FXT you’ll use total-body movements to develop total-body fitness that
will benefit every aspect of your life, from basic, everyday actions to sport-
specific conditioning.

�)�,�7���)�2�2�' �	 �)�X�H�O�L�Q�J���W�K�H���$�W�K�O�H�W�H
Nutrition is vital to developing a strong, lean, athletic body and performing
at high levels in any sport, whether individual or team-based. Starting on
page 178, there are two different nutritional programs, one for the specific
needs of athletes building muscle and strength following the FXT:MX1 and
FXT:ST1 programs, respectively, and also one distinct program for the
athletes following the FXT:FIT, FXT:SXP and FXT:EXP programs. Both
nutritional regimens are aligned with the goals of each of the programs.
Turn to the Appendix on page 186 to determine your BMI and BMR and
how many calories you need for your size, weight and sex, and then make
those “calories” work for you by making excellent macro- and micro-
nutrient choices to fuel your body for athletic performance. (On page 178,
you’ll see why we added the quotation marks to calories.)



�* �H�W�W�L�Q�J���W�R���. �Q�R�Z���<�R�X�U���%�R�G�\
Some of us (ahem, Brett) are the type of folks who like to learn by doing.
Whether it’s jumping from the roof of the garage or sticking a fork into an
electrical outlet, you don’t need to know why something is a good or bad
idea, you just want to go for it and figure it out along the way. We can’t
vouch that this is a good method, but it’s the way some of us tend to do
things, come what may. Others among us (like Jason) love figuring out why
things work the way the do. This next section is for cerebral types like
Jason who like to understand all of the proper terms and calculations you
may need during your journey. For the rest of us, you can use the rest of this
chapter as reference material.

�%�R�G�\���0 �R�Y�H�P�H�Q�W�V
Before we get into the programs, let’s cover some anatomical terms and
body positions that will be used in the exercise descriptions in Part 3. No
one’s going to test you on the correct use of any of the terms, but it’s really
helpful to have a general idea of what they mean. This is barely more in-
depth than the “foot bone’s connected to the ankle bone...” song—it’s just a
few points of reference.

�5�D�Q�J�H���R�I���0�R�W�L�R�Q�����5�2�0���� This is the entire spectrum of movement
allowed by one’s anatomy and physiology; limits are based on joint,
muscle, ligament and cartilage positioning, size, shape and condition—
essentially the mechanical limit you could possibly move if you were in top
condition. Training to strengthen your musculature and develop more
flexibility will allow your joints to function with as wide a ROM as
possible. While range of motion technically covers hyperflexion,
hyperextension, etc., those conditions are not considered optimal.
Therefore, when a trainer uses the phrase “complete the movement with as
full a range of motion as possible,” this doesn’t include putting your joints
in a hyper-anything position.



�$�Q�D�W�R�P�L�F�D�O���3�R�V�L�W�L�R�Q���	���3�O�D�Q�H�V���R�I���0�R�Y�H�P�H�Q�W�� The anatomical position
is essentially the “default position” for your body as nearly all joints are in
neutral position with the exception of your elbows (which are rotated
forward to bring your palms onto the frontal plane)—feet face forward and
are about shoulder-width apart, spine is erect, arms are extended at the sides
of your trunk with palms facing forward. The three different anatomical
planes of movement are median, frontal and horizontal, and all are
described by starting with the anatomical position. The median plane splits
your body laterally into right and left halves with a vertical line through
your belly button (the medial line). The frontal plane splits your body into
front (anterior) and back (posterior) sections when viewed from the side,
bisecting your torso vertically in a line that runs through your ears,
shoulders, hips and ankles. The horizontal plane splits your body into upper
(superior) and lower (inferior) halves at your belly button. Most motions in
life are a combination of these planes.

�7�,�3�� Don’t confuse athletic position with the “ready
position” of some sports. For example, a shortstop will have
a far deeper knee bend and hip drop to allow for a more
explosive lateral or vertical movement when the ball is hit.

�$�W�K�O�H�W�L�F���3�R�V�L�W�L�R�Q�� Similar to anatomical position, this is often described
as the “ready position” for many sports. We’ll refer to this in nearly every
exercise where you’re on your feet. In a standing position, your feet face



forward and are approximately shoulder-width apart and slightly rotated
outward (laterally) about 10–15 degrees for greater balance. Knees, hips
and elbows are slightly bent (commonly referred to as “softening your
joints”), and arms are rotated slightly forward at the shoulders. This
position should have you ready for quick action or reaction in any direction,
primarily a median or horizontal plane.

�)�O�H�[�L�R�Q���	���(�[�W�H�Q�V�L�R�Q�� Often confused, these are relatively easy to
remember once you get the general mental picture. Flexion is accomplished
by bending a hinge (elbow, knee) joint, while straightening a hinge is
extension. Forcing one of these joints past straight is considered
hyperextension, and commonly responsible for serious injuries. Note the
word “general” above—you can also extend and flex at the hip and
shoulder (ball and socket) joints without bending; raising your arm or leg
forward and upward is flexion, while returning it to anatomical position is
extension. The neck, wrists, fingers and toes all get in on the flexion and
extension action, but you get the general idea and you’re not getting
quizzed.

�5�R�W�D�W�L�R�Q�� You’ll be using this one quite a bit, primarily when twisting
the trunk. Simply put, this rotation is bringing the side of the body bisected
by the frontal plane toward the medial plane while traveling along the
transverse plane. Sorry, couldn’t resist. In other words, you’re rotating your
trunk so one of your shoulders is aligned with your belly button. Easy,
right?

�$�E�G�X�F�W�L�R�Q���	���$�G�G�X�F�W�L�R�Q�� Abduction of the hip or shoulder joint occurs
when the leg or arm is lifted outward (laterally) from anatomical position;
your shoulder has a much wider range of motion than your hip—shoulder
abduction encompasses the entire lateral movement upward of your arm
from your side to directly over your head. Adduction is the motion of
bringing the arm or leg back to anatomical position. We use a little
mnemonic to differentiate between the two: “Abby opens.”

�7�K�H���0 �X�V�F�O�H�V���E�H�K�L�Q�G���W�K�H���0 �R�Y�H�P�H�Q�W�V
The exercises in this book are designed to work all major muscle groups
and most ancillary muscles in your body. Now, we’re not going to go into



great detail of all of the 640 muscles you happen to possess, so we’ll break
the body down into two main sections: “movers” and “core.”

Movers are any muscle whose prime movement is to push, pull or rotate
any part of your body aside from your core. The core is the foundation that
allows the movers to do their thing and handles twisting and crunching. The
stronger your core is, the more effective, efficient and enduring all your
mover muscles will be. Building your core strength is the key to total-body
fitness and absolutely imperative when developing a fit, ripped physique
along with functional fitness.

Throughout the book, we’ll focus on exercises that use at least one from
each group. Most will use both, and many will use nearly all of your
muscles. We’ve covered this before, but let’s repeat it just to be sure: In
order to become functionally fit, you’ll need to train multiple muscle groups
on multiple planes. Got it?

�0�$�,�1���0�2�9�(�5�6�����8�3�3�(�5���%�2�'�<

�3�H�F�W�R�U�D�O�L�V���0�D�M�R�U�� This pair of thick, fan-shaped muscles makes up the
bulk of the muscle mass in the chest. The “pecs” are responsible for
rotating, flexing and bringing in both arms for actions such as throwing a
ball, lifting a child, or performing jumping jacks or push-ups.

�7�U�L�F�H�S�V���%�U�D�F�K�L�L�� The large muscle located on the back of the upper
arm, the triceps brachii (commonly referred to as “triceps”) is responsible
for straightening the arm. The triceps makes up over 50 percent of the upper
arm’s muscular mass.

�'�H�O�W�R�L�G�� This heart-shaped muscle group is made up of three different
fibers (front, middle and rear). While each fiber type has a specific function,
the “delts” as a whole are responsible for raising and stabilizing the arms
during rotation.

�%�L�F�H�S�V���%�U�D�F�K�L�L�� One of the assisting muscles during a pull-up, the
biceps brachii (commonly referred to as “biceps”) is responsible for
forearm rotation and elbow flexion. It’s located on the front of the upper
arm. �1�R�W�H�� Chin-ups are more effective at targeting the biceps than pull-ups
due to the supinated grip.

�7�U�D�S�H�]�L�X�V�� Another prime mover, the trapezius (commonly referred to
as “traps”) is a large, superficial muscle located between the base of the



skull and the mid-back, and laterally between both shoulders. Its primary
function is to move the scapulae (shoulder blades) and support the arm.

�/�D�W�L�V�V�L�P�X�V���'�R�U�V�L�� The latissimus dorsi (meaning “broadest muscle in
the back”) is responsible for moving the arm toward the center of the body
(adduction), internally rotating the arm at the shoulder toward the center of
the body (medial rotation), and moving the arm straight back behind the
body (posterior shoulder extension). It also plays a synergistic role in
extending and bending the lumbar spine to either side (lateral flexion). This
pair of muscles is commonly referred to as the “lats.”

�)�R�U�H�D�U�P���)�O�H�[�R�U�V���(�[�W�H�Q�V�R�U�V�� The structure between the elbow and
wrist contains a number of muscles, including the flexors and extensors of
the digits, brachioradialis (which flexes the elbow), pronators (which turn
the palm of the hand downward) and supinator (which turns the palm of the
hand upward). These muscles allow you to grip the bar during a pull-up.

�0�$�,�1���0�2�9�(�5�6�����/�2�:�(�5���%�2�'�<

�*�O�X�W�H�X�V���0�D�[�L�P�X�V���	���0�L�Q�L�P�X�V�� These muscles make up the majority of the
buttocks and are responsible for maintaining an erect posture, raising from a
squat position and performing most leg motions, such as adduction and
rotation. �1�R�W�H�� The glutes are a crossover core/lower-body muscle group
and often neglected. Without strong glutes, your body would lack the power
to get up out of a chair and walk! See the section on the core for more on
the importance of developing your backside.

�4�X�D�G�U�L�F�H�S�V�� The quadriceps (“quads”) is a large muscle group made up
of four muscles on the front of the thigh. It’s the strongest, leanest muscle
mass on the body, responsible for straightening the knee joint and crucial in
walking, running, squatting and jumping.

�+�D�P�V�W�U�L�Q�J�V�� The hamstrings, located on the back of the thigh, are made
up of four muscles responsible for knee bending and hip straightening. The
hamstrings work as antagonists to the quadriceps to enable walking,
running and jumping, as well as maintaining stability in the hip and knee.

�&�D�O�Y�H�V�� The triceps surae, or “calves,” is made up of the gastrocnemius
and soleus muscles. These muscles attach to the Achilles tendon and are
responsible for ankle rotation, flexion and stabilization, and are crucial for
walking, running and jumping.



�&�2�5�(

The term “core” refers to the area of the torso composed of the rectus
abdominis (the “six-pack” portion of the abdominals), obliques, transversus
abdominis, and erector spinae, but there’s much more to it than that! Your
glutes, as well as hip flexors and extensors, play a huge role in core
strength. When most people think of a strong core, they immediately picture
six-pack abs, when real core strength comes from all the other muscles that
make those eye-popping abs possible. Full-body functional movements
originate from this area of the body, and a strong, flexible core provides
stabilization during every activity your body performs on a daily basis,
from performing a pull-up to maintaining proper posture when walking,
standing or sitting. A strong core is essential to proper fitness—your body’s
strength needs a solid base to work from.



�)�U�H�T�X�H�Q�W�O�\���$�V�N�H�G���4�X�H�V�W�L�R�Q�V
�4�� Can I do this? Is it doable?

�$�� Absolutely. We have both proudly smashed our personal goals, overcome plenty of mistakes and
missteps, and continued to tweak the program to get positive results and surpass what we expected to
accomplish. You can too.

�4�� What’s the single best tip you can give to someone about to start this program?

�$�� Create realistic goals ahead of time and stick with the program until you meet them. Whether it’s
doing 20 sit-ups or 200, losing 5 pounds or 50, or building the strength in your core to help eliminate
lower back pain and straighten out your posture, commitment, focus and follow-through are the most
effective methods to reach your goals. See “What Are Your Real Goals?” on page 34. Remember, no
one expects you to be a pro at every movement. Some exercises may come naturally while others feel
completely foreign. All you can do is keep working on perfecting the form and get stronger along the
way. Don’t give up and sit out an exercise if you can’t do it—make the investment in yourself and
learn the proper form for each move. You’ll only reap the benefits.

�4�� How can I find time for a workout? I walk to work, uphill both ways, in the snow, without boots...

�$�� Yes, we all have real life to keep us busy and it can be difficult to sneak a workout in on a regular
basis. Actually, YOU are the one making it difficult. Yeah, we’re pointing our fingers squarely at
you, and defy you to prove us wrong. Without any question, you have 15–20 minutes to spare three
times a week to improve your physique and feel better about yourself and you know it’s true. Wake
up a few minutes earlier, go to bed a few minutes later, cut down on your TV watching or web
surfing, and you’ll be surprised how easy it is to make sure you don’t miss a quick workout. If you
need some help remembering, set a calendar reminder or use a mobile app like the one we developed
as a companion to this book (shameless plug). The bottom line is: You can find the time quite easily
if you want to, and you want to, right?

�7�L�S�� Work out for half of your lunch break three days a week. If you get an hour, use 30 minutes to
warm up, work out, cool down and clean up and you’ll still have plenty of time to eat the (healthy)
lunch that you packed. It only takes a little planning to make this work, so make it happen!

�4�� I already work out at the gym. Would I get anything out of this?

�$�� Absolutely! The exercises and workouts here would make anyone a fitter person, not to mention a
better athlete. Who can’t use a stronger core, more balanced and stable musculature and better body
awareness? Both the muscle-building program and the bodyweight exercises can absolutely be done
in any gym, whether it be at home, in a hotel, a CrossFit box or any health club. Obviously, the
weighted workouts need the appropriate dumbbells or barbells that you’ll find at a gym, and most
have one or more pull-up bars, exercise mats and sit-up benches too. With a little creativity, ANY
gym or space is a great workout area!

�4�� I have an injury. Can I still work out?



�$�� See your doctor. Boring answer, but the truth. The workouts are rigorous and the addition of
weights and high intensity could make some very common injuries worse if you’re not careful.
Above all else, be safe and see your doctor first before performing any demanding physical activity.

�4�� I have a bad knee/shoulder/elbow/hip. Can I still follow the program?

�$�� Have you seen your doctor? No, seriously—go see your doctor before you start any fitness or
nutrition program. Since you’ll be lifting your body weight or additional weights, it’ll be important
for you to have as much full range of motion, a stable base and balance in your musculature as
possible. A ripped ACL will greatly affect your ability to perform heavy squats, and a rotator cuff
injury will surely hinder presses, rows...you get the idea. While we provide some alternate exercises,
injuries are surely going to hamper your ability to perform certain movements. Be smart, lift within
your ability and let injuries heal before pushing too hard. You’re going to have this body for the rest
of your life—there’s plenty of time to recover and pack on muscle when you’re ready.

�1�R�W�H�� If you skip squats and deadlifts, you’re limiting your ability to pack on muscle. It’s just the
facts: Multi-joint exercises are a big part of the mass-building protocol.

�4�� Should I be sore after every workout?

�$�� Soreness may be normal if you’re a beginner, have recently changed up your routine or are trying
a new activity. The initial soreness should lessen over time; it’s not normal to be sore after every
workout. If you continue to be sore, you may need to take more days off between workouts. Soreness
after running depends on your age, conditioning, the intensity of the workout, terrain, form and
countless other factors. The good news: It usually gets better as you adapt to a program. The bad
news: As you’re progressively pushing yourself to reach new goals, you’ll continue to develop
soreness after a workout. Post-exercise stretching, recovery and rest will help you alleviate some
soreness. The best tip is to get eight hours of restful sleep. We cover some ways to maximize your
downtime on page 28.

�4�� How should I breathe for each movement?

�$�� For many of the exercise descriptions, we’ll cover when to breathe in and out, but overall it’s a
good idea to breathe out when you’re exerting the most force (pushing, pulling, etc.) and breathe in
on the recovery. Breathing properly is a big part of being able to perform some of the main exercises
we’ll be covering in this book, so make sure to focus on breathing rhythmically and never holding
your breath during sets.

�4�� How quickly should I do the movements?

�$�� Some exercises will have specific speeds during certain workouts, but as a rule of thumb you
should try to stick to a “medium” speed. Listen to your body; you’ll know what’s too fast or too slow
with a little bit of experience. If you’re just learning the movements, take them as slowly as you need
to maintain proper form. Some exercises or drills like sprints will require a specific percentage of
maximal effort and speed. When it’s necessary, we’ll call it out in the instructions.

�4�� Will all the workouts be an effective way to lose weight?

�$�� Any exercise above what you’re currently doing aids in the goal of losing weight and getting into
shape. The programs in this book utilize the fat-burning benefits of circuit training and high-intensity
interval training (HIIT) to help you lose weight and get into fantastic shape while developing your



total body. When paired with balanced nutrition, you’ll be firing up your metabolism in as little as 20
minutes a day to burn excess fat and shred your physique.

�4�� What days work best for following this program?

�$�� Again, this is up to you, but we’ve found over the years that the success rate goes up exponentially
if you pick three days during the week to perform a structured program like the ones featured in this
book. In order to get the optimal rest of 48 hours between working the same muscle group again, we
recommend scheduling your workouts on Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

�4�� What’s the best time of day to do the workouts?

�$�� That’s totally up to you, your goals and your daily schedule. We actually recommend performing
the weight-loss program in the morning before eating to maximize the fat-burning effect of training
while your body is burning about 60 percent fat as fuel, which happens during sleep and when you
first wake before eating. In the muscle-building program, we showcase some different exercise and
nutrition timing to maximize benefits. Most of the workouts in this book are designed to be done
almost anywhere, so pick a time that works for you. You could do sets of exercises while you get
ready in the morning or after you get the kids to bed.

�4�� What’s the secret to success with any of these programs?

�$�� Commit the time and effort to doing the program right. Often it really helps to have a partner
(that’s how we created the programs!) who’ll keep you on track to complete the workouts. Mark
workout days on your calendar, set an alert on your computer or smartphone for the short amount of
time the program takes. You can do what we did back in 2008 when we started these programs—
block your calendar from noon to 1 p.m. each day to make sure you get uninterrupted exercise time.

�4�� What’s this “rest” thing you keep talking about? Have you seen my schedule?

�$�� If you don’t rest, you won’t recover. If you don’t recover, you lose most of the benefit from your
workout. I use the term “most” because you still burned some extra calories during the exercise and
raised your heart rate to obtain some cardiovascular conditioning benefit...but if you don’t rest, well,
you’ll miss out on the benefits of building lean muscle.

�4�� Is it possible to just work off my love handles?

�$�� Yes, but the answer might be different than you think. The secret to losing your love handles is to
train your entire body using bodyweight exercises. Want ripped abs? Train your arms, back,
shoulders and legs...and your abs will reap the benefits.

�4�� How many days a week should I work on my core?

�$�� There’s a long-standing myth that your core can be worked every day. Let’s take a moment and
address that: When you place any muscle under repeated stress from lifting weights (time under
tension) or repeated movement, microtears begin to form. These extremely small tears in the muscle
fibers are actually a positive benefit of working out; when they heal, your muscles grow bigger and
stronger. In order for muscles to properly recover, heal and grow, you should wait 48 hours before
working out that same muscle group again. Now, we ask you, what’s your core made up of? Your
rectus abdominis, erector spinae, obliques, hip flexors, quads, glutes and hamstrings are all muscles
and need to rest, recover and grow.



�4�� Can’t I just do crunches to rip my abs?

�$�� You can do crunches all day long and still not have a ripped core. Period. Unless you work your
entire body to get lean, you just won’t be able to show off your six pack.

�4�� I was always told to stretch first, but lately I’ve read that you shouldn’t stretch your muscles when
you’re cold. What’s the deal?

�$�� Research and studies over the last few years have reinforced the reasoning that you should warm
up before you exercise and then stretch after you’ve completed your workout. Read more about
warming up and stretching on page 174.

�4�� I’ve seen other muscle-building programs. How does this differ?

�$�� These programs provide a linear approach to training, offering people programs that they can use
their entire life. These programs also combine the approaches that make other programs successful
and reject the fluff that causes frustration. Simply put, this is as cutting edge as it gets for
hypertrophy programming.

�4�� I’m confused whether to use bodyweight exercises or weighted movements to develop my
physique and increase muscle size. Can you help me decide?

�$�� Reading through “What Are Your Real Goals?” on page 34 should help you decide where to start,
but here’s a little overview: If you want to build the biggest muscles possible, loading up a bar and
doing reps of weighted workouts in the muscle-building program (page 117) is the way to go. But,
remember, you can build huge arms, chest and legs and still be unable to perform well at the complex
motions necessary for many sports. Using a blended approach of weights and bodyweight exercises,
you’ll build your entire body, and the end result will be a stronger, faster and fitter version of you.
You’ll also be amazed at how much bigger muscles look when you’re ripped.

�4�� Can I just build bigger biceps using the muscle-building program?

�$�� No, these are all full-body programs, not designed to target any particular muscle group. You’ll
get bigger arm, leg and chest muscles, and whatever overall gains you make will be spread over your
entire physique.

�4�� How long is it going to take me to build muscle?

�$�� It depends on your goals, your drive, your metabolism...and a whole other host of factors (age,
sex, testosterone level, muscular imbalances, training ability), not to mention the most important
factor—having a life.

�4�� Can I do a full-body workout every day?

�$�� No, your body needs time to rest and recover. When you do strength-training exercises such as
pull-ups, you create tiny, harmless tears in the muscle. These tiny tears heal during rest days. As a
result, the muscle becomes stronger and more defined. If you don’t allow the muscles to heal, you
risk overuse injuries that could potentially derail your ability to exercise at all. Constant repetitions of
any motion without proper rest will eventually result in overuse injuries. Repeat this sentence: “Rest
is equally as important as the workout for strengthening and shredding your body.” Now, make sure
you follow your own advice.



�4�� Will full-body strength training make women bulk up?

�$�� The bodyweight exercises in this book were selected specifically for men and women to develop
lean, shredded bodies, and the muscle-building program is geared toward developing strong, solid
muscle. Typically, women don’t have the kind of hormones necessary to build huge, bulky muscles
and thus need to follow a very comprehensive nutrition and supplementation program to do so. Full-
body strength training benefits both men and women by creating leaner tissue and losing any excess
fat (by increasing metabolic efficiency), slowing muscle loss (especially in older adults) and
decreasing risk for injury.

�4�� Can I combine other workouts with these programs?

�$�� If you’re an athlete who needs to train sports-specific skills, then the workouts in this book should
be used to supplement that training. If you’re hoping to quickly get stronger or more ripped by doing
extra workouts on “rest days,” then you’re in danger of overtraining and not letting your muscles rest,
recover and grow. For best results, follow the program that you’ve chosen—rest included—from start
to finish to maximize the results. Don’t develop “Workout ADD” and jump from one program to the
next. While any exercise with good form is a positive for your body, willy-nilly exercise-picking will
not necessarily provide the targetable results you’re looking for.

�4�� Should I lose weight before I start running?

�$�� Why not let running help you lose weight? The FXT:PX1 (page 52) is an easy way to get into the
swing of a routine and will help you walk, jog and run at your own pace to help lose weight and
prepare you for advancing to any of the other programs down the road. The best part? It’s all relative.
You can use any program for as long as you need while you build up your strength and athletic ability
and drop weight before progressing.

�4�� Can I run every day?

�$�� Eventually, yes—but you need to build up your endurance and strength first. Experienced runners
who lace up every day will vary their workouts between tempo runs, intervals, hill work, easy runs
and longer distances to keep their body and mind fresh. Too many intense workouts back to back can
lead to burnout, overuse injuries and overtraining. Too much of a good thing is still too much, and
trying to do excessive amounts too soon is a sure way to knock you off track with injury or boredom.
See “Overtraining” on page 26.

�4�� I heard that running is horrible for my knees/back/spleen/nostrils/etc.

�$�� Life is hard on your body, running isn’t. Actually, the health benefits of losing weight, adding
muscle and increasing your cardiovascular system’s efficiency far outweigh the wear and tear on
your body from being active. Running is an activity, and all activities increase your potential for
injury. That’s just the nature of the game.

�4�� It’s too hot/cold/rainy/hilly where I live. Can I do some of the cardio or drills on a treadmill?

�$�� Sure! Running outside can be a little more exciting than being stuck on a “dreadmill,” but we
know plenty of runners who log thousands of miles on their treadmills and achieve great results at
races. The benefits of getting a run in without worrying about weather-specific clothing can be a big
plus when you’re strapped for time. One tip: Always change the elevation of your treadmill deck to at
least 1 or 1.5 degrees to reduce the flat-footed impact on the belt that can lead to shin splints.



�4�� I don’t have enough time to run or exercise!

�$�� Yes, you do. That 5 minutes you waited in line at Starbucks, 15 minutes on Facebook before
lunchtime and 60 minutes spent spacing out while pretending to be working would be a perfect time
to sneak in a couple miles or even a few sets of bodyweight moves. Get creative with finding spots
where you can sneak a run or workout in, and then clean up, change and return to your daily
activities. Don’t have a shower? Bring some sport wipes (like baby wipes, without the baby smell)
and a little deodorant. They work pretty well!

�4�� I missed a couple scheduled workouts or runs. Do I have to start over?

�$�� We all miss workouts. The most important thing is to get back on your program as soon as you
can. Work, family, illness, travel, holidays, injuries and plenty of other forces are collaborating
against your planned exercise. It happens! If you miss a week, start from where you were. If you miss
more than that, keep moving back your workout the same amount of time you missed. At about two
weeks you begin to lose some of the base fitness and running acumen that you’ve built up.

�4�� I was able to follow my program very well early on but am now having trouble doing the required
reps. What’s going on?

�$�� Initially, your body goes through a number of changes when you start a new program. Your body
will soon begin to adapt to the workouts; you’ll notice a plateau once you become used to doing any
exercise. These programs have been carefully designed to avoid this plateau effect by changing the
duration, intensity and workout routine over seven weeks. Follow your program as best you can. In
the unlikely event you do hit a plateau, continue to follow the plan and eventually there’ll be enough
change to get you over the hump. Remember, don’t overdo it and be sure to take the necessary rest
between workouts. Every two months we want you to reflect on your success and progress and re-
evaluate your goals and program choice. Mixing it up and changing programs after eight weeks is a
proactive way to avoid hitting plateaus.



�%�H�I�R�U�H���<�R�X���%�H�J�L�Q
Guess what? We’re going to tell you to get off your ass and go to the doctor
before you start this (or any) fitness program. How does right now work for
you? Chances are, you’re a 20-minute visit away from a clean bill of health.
Even if the doc does find anything alarming, you’re much better off
catching it early than having it sneak up on you later.

Brett’s wife Kristen absolutely forbade him from training for Ironman
Arizona in 2009 until after he received his doctor’s sign-off, and he’s glad
he did. Hundreds of hours running, biking and swimming would’ve been a
foolish undertaking had he not had his ticker checked out first. Suck it up,
make a call and go see your doc.

As for Jason, remember when he said he tore his Achilles? After it
“healed,” he wanted to train and play rugby but had some nagging
questions: Could his Achilles handle not only the training, but the stress of
cutting on the field? Was he setting himself up for another tear? Was his
Achilles weaker than before the injury? A quick visit to the doc cleared all
that up. Had Jason NOT done that, he would’ve been worrying about every
little ache and pain every time he stepped into the training room or onto the
field. Visiting the doc and clearing his doubt allowed Jason to perform
optimally.

Want one more reason to go see a doctor before you start? She’ll give
you some encouragement in your new pursuit of fitness (or at least she
should) and when you come back for your next visit she’ll be able to say,
“Wow, you look great!” and maybe even pat herself on the back for getting
you to follow doctor’s orders!

If we didn’t yet make it perfectly clear: Always obtain clearance from a
doctor that you’re healthy enough to begin this or any other strenuous
exercise regimen. Perform each exercise within your ability and always use
proper form (page 29). Most of all, don’t be stupid and try to do too much,
too fast—that’s a recipe for a pulled muscle, injury or a bout of DOMS (see
page 24) that will knock you off track from completing the next workout.



�/ �L�V�W�H�Q���W�R���<�R�X�U���%�R�G�\
You should be able to tell when you’re ready to begin fitness programs like
these by tuning in to your body. Take it easy and be smart about
determining what’s normal soreness from a workout and what’s a nagging
injury that you’re aggravating. If you think it’s the latter, take a few extra
days off and see if the soreness passes. If it doesn’t, you should see a
medical professional.

You should expect to experience mild soreness and fatigue, especially
when you’re just getting started. The feeling of your muscles being
“pumped” after a workout or a hard run and the fatigue of an exhausting
workout are normal, as is the flush of warmth when finishing a challenging
set of intervals. These are positive feelings. On the other hand, any sharp
pain, muscle spasm or numbness is a warning sign that you need to stop and
not push yourself any harder. Some muscle groups may fatigue more
quickly because they’re under-trained or have been unused for a while.
Every muscle in your body will be taking on a tremendous amount of new
work and can easily fatigue. Your joints and feet are taking a lot more of a
workload than they’re used to and will surely become sore. If you feel
uncomfortable and can’t run or exercise anymore, take a break, walk or
catch your breath and grab a sip of water. If you’re really beat, light-headed
or dizzy, stop immediately, rest and rehydrate. Get medical attention
immediately if those symptoms persist or you feel any of these heart attack
symptoms:

• Discomfort, pressure, heaviness or pain in the chest, arm or below the breastbone
• Discomfort radiating to the back, jaw, throat or arm
• Fullness, indigestion or a choking feeling (may feel like heartburn)
• Sweating, nausea, vomiting or dizziness
• Extreme weakness, anxiety or shortness of breath
• Rapid or irregular heartbeats

�0�8�6�&�/�(���6�2�5�(�1�(�6�6

Once you begin any of the programs in the book, you’ll be performing it at
your own pace and within your personal level of fitness. If you’re new to
working out or returning to exercise after some time off, be sure to take



your time and take it easy for the first two weeks to allow your muscles to
adjust to the new workload and reduce post-workout soreness. Delayed
onset muscle soreness, or DOMS, is the soreness you experience 24, 48 or
more hours after pushing a workout too hard. This will hamper, limit or
completely sabotage your program. You have plenty of time to get in the
groove with these programs, so take your time and work your way into
them!

You can keep DOMS at bay by using these two guidelines:
���� Don’t overdo any muscle group, especially if it hasn’t been targeted

by a workout in a while. For example, take it easy on squats,
deadlifts and lunges right off the bat or you’ll have
quad/glute/hamstrings that feel like concrete the next day.

���� Make sure to keep active the day after a workout and keep your
muscles loose. No, this isn’t a workout—just take a walk or do
jumping jacks to warm up and perform some stretches like the ones
you’ll find on page 174, accompanied by activating the sore muscles
by moving them through as full a range of motion as possible.

This may come as a shock, but no one’s perfect at every exercise when
they get started—usually far from it! Even after some practice, you still
won’t be a pro at every movement. Some exercises may come naturally
while others feel completely foreign, and almost all exercises take a long
time to fully master. Multi-joint, multi-muscle movements like squats are
already complicated and difficult to master with just your body weight;
when you perform them with weights or at high intensity they’re a much
more demanding, yet rewarding, exercise. It’s extremely important to keep
working on perfecting the form and get stronger along the way. Don’t give
up and sit out an exercise if you can’t do it—make the investment in
yourself and learn the proper form for each move. You’ll only reap the
benefits.

If you feel extremely fatigued or have an uncomfortable level of pain
and soreness, take two to three days off from the workout. Some muscle
fatigue and soreness is to be expected and you can continue to exercise
carefully when you’re a little tired or sore. Any sharp pain, pinches or
throbbing aches in your joints is not to be ignored. If the discomfort or pain
persists, seek the advice of a medical professional. If you feel any sensation



in a joint or muscle that makes you say “uh-oh,” then stop immediately, rest
and assess whether or not it’s a serious injury that needs medical attention.

Due to the nature of a full-body workout routine, you’ll be lifting,
pushing and pressing your entire body weight along with the occasional
additional pounds in your hands. It’s very important that you focus on
proper form and utilize the proper muscles to complete each exercise. This
means no cheating by arching your back on push-ups or allowing your
knees to bow in during squats—you’re only cheating yourself. Every
proper-form rep just gets you closer to your goals!

If you have a pre-existing condition like joint instability or a muscular
imbalance, make sure you recognize any physical limitations, take your
time and work your way up slowly while focusing on training with good
form. It’s far more important to be careful with nagging injuries than it is to
worry about completing all the exercises in any specified amount of time.
Performing the exercises with proper form will help you to build strength,
flexibility and balance, as well as improve your sports performance—but
not if you ignore the warning signs and hurt yourself. If pain or soreness
persists, please see a medical professional.

When performing any exercise routine that requires you to lift, pull or
press your body weight, don’t take any chances with unsafe equipment. In
addition, make sure you’re properly trained to use any equipment before
you start a workout. Always be aware of your surroundings and make sure
you have plenty of room to execute moves safely without hitting or tripping
over other objects.

�$�1�7�,���,�1�)�/�$�0�0�$�7�2�5�,�(�6

It’s been said that “ibuprofen is an athlete’s best friend,” but it’s extremely
easy to become too reliant on “vitamin I,” causing health issues and even
slowing your body’s natural ability to heal. Inflammation is a normal part of
the healing process when your cells essentially attack an “injured” area by
increasing blood flow to speed up recovery. The swelling and pain
associated with inflammation aids in healing, but also exacerbates the
discomfort.

During training, performing the exercises creates small micro-tears in
your muscles. When running, it happens with every single step you take.



The harder or longer you train, the more stress is put on your muscles and
the more micro-tears you’ll have. While a muscle tear sounds like a bad
thing, these micro-tears are actually good, as they help your muscles to
strengthen and grow as they heal. The inflammatory response that’s
signaled by this muscle damage causes your body to deliver more blood,
oxygen and nutrients to immediately begin the healing process. An anti-
inflammatory (non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug, or NSAID) can
actually impede some of this rapid healing. Furthermore, an over-the-
counter anti-inflammatory can mask some of the symptoms of more acute
muscle strain or pain that could be signaling you to stop working out
because there’s some damage. You can’t listen to your body if you’re trying
to get it to shut up and stop nagging you!

NSAIDs do have a positive role in reducing pain for short periods of
time if you experience something like a low-grade sprain or somewhat
sharp joint pain. With any severe pain, see a doctor immediately. Stop
training and rest for one to three days while following the prescribed dose
on the NSAID’s bottle. After three days, reduce the dosage and let your
body heal itself. Relying on an anti-inflammatory long-term can prevent
you from healing and also potentially damage your kidneys if taken in
prolonged heavy doses. If you have any questions, call your doctor.

�0�,�1�'���%�2�'�<���&�2�1�1�(�&�7�,�2�1

A fancy phrase used to describe awareness of your own body, muscles,
movements and reactions is “kinesthetic awareness.” As we age, this
musculoskeletal and mental connection often declines, though hope is not
lost! Kinesthetic awareness is trainable, and by harnessing the power of
FXT, you can—and will—reconnect with your body.

This leads to our next fancy word: “proprioception.” Proprioception
describes how your body reacts and responds to external forces to keep
your joints in the correct position. When performing proper-form
bodyweight movements, nearly all of your muscles are forced to contract to
keep your joints in the proper position.

Don’t think this is a big deal? Quick test: Stand on one foot with your
other foot off the ground and close your eyes. Now just try to stand there for
as long as you can. You see, in normal circumstances, we need vision to



help us balance—this is natural. Closing your eyes makes you need to be
aware of your muscles, and you need to actually focus on the balancing,
with only your muscles reacting to the way your body is positioned. For
most people this is incredibly difficult. After some practice you’ll be able to
control even the small muscles in your body. This added awareness and
control will help in all manners of your daily life.

This goes for all movements, from running to weightlifting to walking.
Be keenly aware of your body: feel the movements and stresses, understand
the muscle firing, feel the foot landing. The mind-body connection helps
you stop going through the motions of an activity to feeling it and
understanding what’s happening, catching potential injury issues early and
ultimately performing better.

�2�Y�H�U�W�U�D�L�Q�L�Q�J
The easiest way to spot overtraining is when you’ve trained successfully for
a while and suddenly your results start to drop, along with your energy and
desire to keep on training. Guess what: This is your body telling you to
stop! Too much of a good thing is still too much, and overtraining can
quickly unravel all the gains you’ve gotten out of your efforts over the past
few months.

Put simply, overtraining is training too hard and not allowing physical
and mental recovery between workouts. The symptoms manifest as
physical, behavioral and emotional stress that limits the athlete’s ability to
make progress and can begin to diminish any strength and fitness gains
made. While it’s normally problematic in weight training, it’s common in
runners and athletes of all types as well. Too much of a good thing is a bad
thing—you can absolutely run and train too much to your own detriment!

Overtraining may be accompanied by one or more concomitant
symptoms:

• Persistent muscle soreness and fatigue
• Elevated resting heart rate and reduced heart rate variability
• Increased incidence of injuries
• Irritability
• Depression
• Irregular sleep patterns



• Mental breakdown

�1�R�W�H�� We’ve indulged in this type of behavior. Not only have we both
overtrained from time to time while creating new routines for multiple
books, we even went so far as to support too much of one particular
exercise in our first collaboration, �����:�H�H�N�V���W�R���������3�X�O�O���8�S�V. Now, in our
defense, that book is a “challenge” versus a comprehensive training
program, but the end result is still the same—too many pull-ups and not
enough of...well, anything else. Just remember, that book is centered around
a challenge to complete more pull-ups than ever before and not a full-body
regimen. (Phew, that feels good to get off our chests.)

This goes to show that overtraining is nothing to be trifled with, and the
best way to combat it is by lowering your training volume or upping your
rest and recovery time. (Check out “Rest & Recovery” on page 28.) Here’s
our formula for preventing overtraining and maximizing recovery—the 6
Rs:
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�5�X�Q���7�U�D�L�Q three to five days a week based on your physical ability and
previous conditioning. Beginners should take every other day off or put in a
relatively light effort while more advanced athletes can mix in one or two
“off days” per week.

�5�H�I�X�H�O (immediately, if not sooner). Follow the directions (starting on
page 181) for nutrition before and after specific workouts as some will
differ slightly. For example, after a hard run lasting more than 90 minutes,
drink a beverage that contains a 4:1 carb-to-protein ratio. The carbs help to
replace the glycogen you burned off for energy while also shuttling the
protein to your muscles to speed recovery. For muscle-gain programs,
you’ll be taking in protein and carbs before, during and after workouts in a
completely different ratio.

�5�H�F�R�Y�H�U with post-workout stretching, foam rolling, an ice bath (if
you’re brave), a trip to a steam room, a dip in a whirlpool or a warm tub



with some dissolved Epsom salts. You can also slip on compression socks,
or even get a full-body deep-tissue massage. We can only personally vouch
for the post-workout stretching, foam rolling and deep-tissue massage as
being extremely beneficial to a faster recovery, but we’ll never pass up a
chance to sit in the hot tub. The jury is still out on compression socks, so try
them for yourself if you’re interested.

�5�H�V�W for at least eight hours a night, and be sure to use your off days as
off days—not time to sneak in additional workouts! Get tips that pro
athletes use for developing good rest habits on page 28.

�5�H�S�H�D�W as necessary. You can’t stick with a program unless you keep at
it until it becomes second nature. By maximizing your rest and recovery,
you also greatly increase the odds that you’ll be ready, willing and eager to
tackle your next workout. However, you need to continually look for signs
of overtraining or developing a nagging injury. It’s your responsibility to
make sure your body can handle the workload and continue.

�5�H���H�Y�D�O�X�D�W�H your program every two months. Are you progressing with
more reps, more intensity or heavier weights? Are you reaching your goals
and is your performance improving? How do you look and feel? Don’t be
afraid to modify your program based on your individual successes or
failures—the only goal of FXT is for you to develop the fitness you want.
Re-evaluate your specific program and make changes as needed to your
workout schedule or intensity; you might even switch which program
you’re using. One note: Modifying your program does not mean skipping a
body part (unless you’re recovering from an injury) or avoiding an exercise
because it’s not fun. These are still workout programs designed for total-
body functional fitness.

�5�+�$�%�'�2�0�<�2�/�<�6�,�6

While DOMS from pushing your workout intensity too hard, too fast is
uncomfortable and often results in three to five days of soreness that will
limit nearly all physical activity, it’s not life threatening. Rhabdomyolysis,
on the other hand, is extremely severe and can result in long-term muscle
damage, kidney failure and death. Yes, you read that right: An extremely
intense workout can actually kill you if you push your muscles past their
limit for expansion and contraction (usually rapidly) and inflict damage to



the muscle fibers, causing muscle cells to disintegrate, releasing the waste
product from those cells into your bloodstream. Immediately, your liver will
start trying to clean your blood and, when it becomes overwhelmed, it can
cause renal failure.

Throw the phrase and underlying theory “No Pain, No Gain” out the
window—too much pain can destroy the exact muscles you’re trying to
grow, and much worse. All of the programs in this book have been designed
to work within the normal parameters of average athletes; you control the
intensity, number of reps and heaviness of weights used in your own
program. While there’s no specific threshold for all individuals where
muscles are taxed beyond their ability to continue to function and break
down, it’s generally limited to several dozen repeated exercises that
continue well past muscle exhaustion. While we encourage you to push
through your barriers for speed, endurance, muscle growth, strength, and
athletic performance, we’re not encouraging you to do it with reckless
abandon.

Follow the guidelines for each workout as best as you can, depending
on your own existing athletic ability. It’s much better to perform a slow,
controlled workout than it is to rush through just to beat a specific time.
Slow, gradual progress is far more beneficial than a short-term gain that
results in an injury.



�5�H�V�W���	 ���5�H�F�R�Y�H�U�\
When do your muscles grow? In or outside the gym? It’s an easy question
to answer, but harder to put into practice. Your muscles grow when you’re
not in the gym. Technically they mostly repair themselves when you’re
sleeping, so take naps, get eight hours of sleep a night and make sure you
get adequate rest between workouts.

The programs will call for four workout days and three rest days. USE
ALL THE REST DAYS! Don’t be tempted to “just work out a little” on
those days. Give your body time to heal. We’re going to be throwing quite a
bit at you pretty quickly. Take advantage of all the time off allotted. Each
program features a different exercise and rest schedule, and you need to
follow the proper rest and recovery just as diligently as you follow the
workout regimen! Not only will you be at risk of overtraining or a repetitive
stress injury, you won’t be giving your muscles time to heal and grow
properly.

Here are some tips to keep in mind:
• Get at least eight hours of sleep every night. This includes weekends too. Your circadian rhythms

are easily knocked off-balance by late-night partying (or book writing).
• Minimize any exercise or activity within one hour of bed. By the time you hop into the sack,

your heart rate should be at a resting level.
• Turn off your electronic devices. Living rooms are for TVs, bedrooms are (mostly) for sleep.

Leave your mobile device, laptop or tablet in the other room; lit-up screens have been shown to
disrupt early sleep patterns and keep you from falling asleep quickly. Falling asleep with the TV
on generally means you’ll stay up far later than you intended and only nod off when the
infomercials start airing, right?

• Turn off your brain too. Your bedroom should be a peaceful, relaxing sanctuary where you sleep
and escape from all your stresses. Worrying does not promote a restful state, and you most likely
won’t fix your issues while you’re in bed. Maximize your mattress-time effectively by getting
quality sleep.

• Set the scene for rest. Keep your room dark with heavy curtains to block as much light as
possible and use a fan or noise machine to provide a soothing sound to lull you to sleep.

• Fuel your body to build muscle during sleepytime. Protein provides the critical amino acids that
serve as building blocks for the formation of new muscle. Casein and whey are the two non-soy
protein powders you’ll find at nearly any grocery or health-food store. While whey is
metabolized quickly and should be taken immediately after a workout, casein protein is
metabolized slowly and perfect for keeping your body anabolic while you’re asleep.



�/ �H�D�U�Q�L�Q�J���	 ���8�V�L�Q�J���3�U�R�S�H�U���)�R�U�P
How important is using proper form when performing an exercise? Let’s
just say it’s not important at all—if you want to derail your workout by
pulling a muscle, tearing a ligament, breaking a bone or any number of bad
outcomes. Not only is there the vastly increased potential of you really
hurting yourself, you’ll also be getting less benefit from the workout.

Let’s think about this logically: Why would you bother to move around
heavy weights or perform numerous bodyweight exercises while risking
injury and get virtually no benefit after all that time, sweat and hard work?
If you’re working out with improper form, that’s exactly what you’re
setting yourself up for.

�: �K�D�W���,�V�����3�U�R�S�H�U���)�R�U�P���"
Every single movement has what can be described as “optimal” form, when
the body’s musculoskeletal system is aligned in such a way to most
efficiently support itself, move a specified range of motion or transport
weight from one position to another. In the simplest of terms, proper form
can be seen as a scale with “optimal form” at one end of a continuum and
“dangerously poor form” at the other. Proper form is as close to optimal as
possible, and without hesitation we can say that no one uses optimal form
all the time for every exercise. Now, that’s not to say that optimal isn’t the



end goal of exhaustive practice and training, and the closer you get to this
pinnacle the more you’ll reap the benefits of proprioception, strength,
flexibility, speed, lean muscle definition, endurance and every other fitness
goal.

In reality, we all need to learn the basics of proper form for each
exercise and build up to executing each with as few flaws as possible as we
progress to become better athletes. You should strive for perfection while
understanding that good/proper form is the baseline you should employ to
execute each movement.

Of course, there’s not one universal measure of proper form for every
movement (that’d be too easy, right?). Each exercise has its own specific
body position, range of motion, balance and alignment points that dictate
proper form for that exercise only. Note that there are plenty of similar
exercises (some even with the same name!) that require significantly
different elements of form.

Below are some very good examples of the different variations of the
weighted squat. Though they’re all squats, they require very specific—and
different—movement and form, target muscles, range of motion, weights,
etc.

As you can see, the name “squat” refers to the vertical movement and
stabilization and lifting of weights (body weight, barbell, dumbbell, etc.)
but each movement has different body positions to target different muscles
through modified plans of motion. One singular squat definition does not do
any of the variations justice. Naturally, proper form for each of these moves
is unique and needs to be learned and repeatedly practiced.

The bottom line is you’ll need to take many movements, if not all of
them, step by step with the descriptions (see Turkish Get-Up on page 136
for a great example of this) and employ a mirror or a workout partner to
check your body position to make sure you’re getting all the benefit of each
exercise while also limiting your exposure to injury from improper and
dangerous movements.

�7�,�3�� Gym reconnaissance is used by many, but sometimes
it’s a recipe for disaster. Just because that gal over there with
the amazing abs does her medicine ball wood chop that way



doesn’t mean her form is perfect. Do some research online or
pick up a book and make sure you know what you’re doing
before you adopt her style. On the flip side, if you see
someone absolutely struggling and making the exercise look
more like a battle than a movement, you should probably not
adopt his style. Even difficult exercises should be controlled,
normally fluid motions.

�: �K�D�W���' �R�H�V���3�U�R�S�H�U���)�R�U�P���/ �R�R�N���/ �L�N�H���W�R���<�R�X�"
No matter how well we’re trained, each of us has some certain nuances to
our form that may be suboptimal. Whether they’re bad habits or muscular
imbalances, they can be robbing you of potential strength, muscle and
fitness gains, reinforcing the imbalances in your musculature or even setting
you up for injury. The best option would be to work with a partner
(preferably a certified trainer) who understands proper form and can guide
you through exercises and give you tips to keep you on the proper planes
and let you know when your form is failing. If that’s not an option, set up a
video camera or your smartphone to film 2–3 reps with a weight you can
lift comfortably more than 5 times—too light and you may be masking
some poor form by muscling up an easy weight; too heavy and you may
hurt yourself.

Once you’ve worked through your form, it helps to remember what the
proper motion feels like by repeated practice and developing muscle
memory. Here are some tips that help remind us to continually focus on
perfecting our form.

�-�D�V�R�Q�� Where do you put your hands on the bar when you bench press?
Outside the lines? Middle finger on the line? Pinky? How about several
inches inside the lines? Which one is “right”? Instead of thinking about
hand placement, try thinking this: “I want a long, healthy, pain-free life.
How can I make sure I maximize my gains while minimizing pains?” I used
to put my hands outside the lines as I felt it really focused the tension in my
chest. As the weight got heavier (remember, muscle grows faster than
ligaments and tendons), little muscle tweaks and dull joint pains started. I



quickly realized it wasn’t sustainable. Over the past few years I’ve taken a
completely new approach to my form. As an example, I now take a much
narrower grip with the flat-bar bench press: my hands are shoulder width
(pinkies on outsides of shoulders), elbows tucked (NO FLAILING
ELBOWS!). I also pause at the top with straight arms. Think of it as in
between a narrow-grip and wide-grip bench press. Though it may sacrifice
both weight on the bar and muscle isolation, I can lift more pain free and
for the long term. I’ve found this is much more sustainable and, frankly,
enjoyable. I’m in this for the long haul and don’t need to blow out an elbow
doing something that clearly isn’t working.

�%�U�H�W�W�� Even after all my training with Jason to learn all the movements
for �����:�H�H�N�V���W�R���������3�R�X�Q�G�V���R�I���0�X�V�F�O�H and working through every exercise
over a multi-month test period, I was surprised to get feedback from a
fellow trainer during a workout. Frank Sole (a collaborator on �����:�H�H�N�V���W�R���D
�7�U�L�D�W�K�O�R�Q) walked over during my final set of squat cleans and asked me
what the heck I was doing with my head. My leg, back and arm position
was great (according to him) but he couldn’t figure out why I was looking
straight down at the floor instead of keeping my neck relaxed and eyes
level. Apparently, I was focusing so much on looking at the bar to make
sure I was doing the lift right, I was putting my neck in a stressed
position...and for the past few weeks I thought my pillow was the cause of
my stiff necks each morning!

�6�R�P�H���' �D�Q�J�H�U�V���R�I���%�D�G���)�R�U�P
We’ve already warned you that you’re risking injury to muscles, joints or
tendons by lifting heavy weights or performing multiple repetitions using
poor form, but there are some other factors that may make you think twice
about perfecting your body position and movement for each exercise.

�%�D�G���I�R�U�P���U�H�V�X�O�W�V���L�Q���E�D�G���U�H�V�X�O�W�V�� You won’t be targeting the proper
muscles that the exercise or program is designated for if your form is off.
For example, the angle of your torso when lifting a weight makes all the
difference between, say, an incline chest press, which develops your
pectoral muscles, and a front shoulder press, which works your deltoids.



�%�D�G���I�R�U�P���U�H�V�X�O�W�V���L�Q���L�Q�M�X�U�\�� No surprise here. When you put your body
in an awkward position (more on that below), you’re more prone to pulling,
tearing or breaking things that have no business being incorporated into that
movement. For example, performing squats with your knees bowed inward
more often than not results in knee strain, pain and even meniscus damage.

�%�D�G���I�R�U�P���U�H�V�X�O�W�V���L�Q���\�R�X���O�R�R�N�L�Q�J���O�L�N�H���D�Q���L�G�L�R�W�� Let’s just be honest—
anyone who falls off a ball is going to illicit a snicker from even their
closest friends and workout partners—not to mention the rest of the gym
faithful! (Of course, that’s as long as you don’t get hurt; no one should ever
laugh about that.) All kidding aside, it’s acceptable to struggle with a new
and difficult exercise until you get it right, especially when it’s a
challenging unbalanced movement. It’s another thing altogether when you
watch someone struggling through an exercise with too heavy a weight or
with really bad form. Unfortunately, unless someone corrects them or they
do a little online or written research or “gym reconnaissance,” they’ll stick
to the same improper form and wind up a candidate for one of the top two
bullet points above.



�: �K�D�W��V���<�R�X�U���0 �R�W�L�Y�D�W�L�R�Q�"
Let’s face it—some days we all feel like we need a good reason just to get
out of bed in the morning. We have a great gig writing books and training
some awesome folks, but there are plenty of times when we’d like to smash
the alarm and bury our heads under the covers. Workouts are the same way
for most people—if they can think of any reason to skip it, they probably
will.

We’ll admit to missing our share of workouts, but it never seems to be
worth it: when we skip one, we just ending up paying for it later with a
subpar performance at a race or during a game, or even feeling miserable
because we feel like we’ve let ourselves down. Usually the penalty is worse
and lasts longer than the workout would’ve anyway. Brett’s wife can always
tell when he’s cranky and has even thrown him out of the house to go for a
run and cheer up—and it actually works!

Ninety-nine percent of the time, we feel like superheroes after a good
workout. Our endorphins are all cranked and we feel absolutely bulletproof.
If we could bottle that experience we’d be millionaires... but more
importantly, if we just remind ourselves how great we’ll feel when we’re
done with the training, it makes it that much easier to get psyched up for it.
The remaining 1 percent of the time we either forgot our gym shoes or
something. It happens to all of us.

Often misattributed to Beethoven, Ignacy Paderewski mused, “If I miss
one day of practice, I notice it. If I miss two days, the critics notice it. If I
miss three days, the audience notices it.” Fitness is similar yet not exactly
the same as a world-renowned musician skipping out on hours of playing
scales. We all miss workouts, that’s a given; the goal is to find your
motivation and make it to far more than you miss.

The bottom line with motivation is that you’ll never get through any life
change without it. You need to be motivated to change jobs, try a new
restaurant, even brush your teeth. Some motivation is easier (and smellier)
than others, but every modification to your course of action requires you
have the incentive to give it a shot and the follow-through to stick with it.



Here we introduce what we like to refer to as the “ass-ivation” scale,
progressive levels of motivation, from getting active through developing
athletic performance:

�*�H�W���R�I�I���\�R�X�U���D�V�V���L�Y�D�W�L�R�Q�� This is the most common motivation with
individuals as they become more sedentary. It will usually involve an
epiphany after finishing off a bag of chips on the couch or just not fitting
into your favorite jeans anymore. No matter what Mick Jagger sang back in
1964, time is not on our side, and every day, month or year you spend
inactive, you’re gaining weight, losing athletic ability, stamina and
cardiovascular fitness and letting your body go to pot.

�/�R�V�H���P�\���D�V�V���L�Y�D�W�L�R�Q�� This is weight loss and toning, usually for a life
event like a wedding, beach vacation, class reunion or newfound single
status that forces you to look somewhat presentable to others. “Boot camps”
are really popular with this group because people are usually looking for
immediate results.

�.�L�F�N���V�R�P�H���D�V�V���L�Y�D�W�L�R�Q�� This involves athletic improvement or sport-
specific training for an upcoming season or events. Speed, core strength,
endurance and flexibility are a common focus for most sports that involve
getting from point A to point B as rapidly as possible, especially athletic
endeavors where you repeat that over and over (e.g., soccer, football,
baseball, paintball, etc.).

Now, these top-three “ass-ivation” goals aren’t mutually exclusive. You
can lose weight, get healthy, improve your athletic ability and develop a
fantastic physique all at the same time. Heck, that’s what FXT is based
upon! Using the “What Are Your Real Goals” section (page 34), you can
begin your preparation and kick your plan into gear.
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�* �H�W�W�L�Q�J���6�W�D�U�W�H�G
���,�I���\�R�X���G�R�Q��W���N�Q�R�Z���Z�K�H�U�H���\�R�X��U�H���J�R�L�Q�J�����\�R�X���P�L�J�K�W���H�Q�G���X�S���V�R�P�H�S�O�D�F�H���H�O�V�H����
—Yoga Berra

Here’s where the revolutionary program for developing a toned, muscular
body while maximizing athletic ability comes into play: We’ve created
simple-to-follow, amazingly effective, goal-driven fitness plans for every
individual regardless of age, weight or current physical ability. In other
words: FOR YOU. Here’s where the rubber meets the road, and we define
each of the goals and your weekly points.

�: �K�D�W���$�U�H���<�R�X�U���5�(�$�/ ���* �R�D�O�V�"
The single most-important thing to getting results you’ll be happy with is
actually understanding what you want to achieve. What is your actual goal?
Nothing else matters. Do you want to look like a cover model? Be honest,
say so and understand that your program and diet will differ from your
neighbor/partner/friend who wants to run a marathon. Do you want to
deadlift 500 pounds? Do you want to lose body fat? Do you want something
you and your family can do together?

Want to know something awesome about goals? They’re liberating.
Having a goal frees you from worrying that you aren’t doing something
right, or you should be doing something else or more or slightly different.
Having the goal allows you to be prepared to understand what’s pertinent to
your goal and what’s not. Having the goal will give you a framework in
which to view the rest of this book and see what applies to your goal and
what doesn’t.

Conversely, NOT having a goal is chaotic. We’re going to provide too
much information too quickly over a broad range of topics. All this
information does not apply to every goal. Being firmly rooted in your goal
allows you to filter information.

Set a goal. Now. Stop reading and walk around. Think about it critically.
What do you want to achieve? What are you looking to do next? When you



picture yourself a year from now, what is Future You doing that makes you
the happiest? What do You look like?

This is where the fun starts. Have your goal? Great. Now what’s your
REAL goal? Think of it this way. If someone tells us they want to have a
six-pack, we know immediately that their real goal is to lose body fat.
Everyone has a six-pack, but not everyone is lean enough for it to be seen!
Conversely, if someone tells us they want to look like a cover model/action-
movie star, we know the goal is more complex. They’ll likely need to gain
muscle and later lose body fat to show off the new muscle. Similarly,
someone who says their goal is to run a marathon has a real goal of building
endurance, leg strength, likely losing weight and preventing injury.

Real goals are the basis for achieving your goals. It’s equal parts
understanding, honesty and fortitude. You’ll need to understand what it
takes in both nutrition and workouts. (We’ll provide this in later chapters.)
You’ll also need to be honest in all phases of the game. Be honest with
yourself about your REAL goal (you’re only cheating yourself otherwise),
your ability to adhere to the diet, your ability to adhere to the workouts
required and your ability to stick to timelines. Last, but without doubt the
most important, thing is fortitude to see it through.

We can guarantee very few things, but one of them is that at some point
you’ll want to quit or cheat or think you’re making progress and stop. You
need mental fortitude to push past this and keep going. Those moments are
the most critical to your long-term success. In the beginning, those
moments are likely few and far between as you’re excited about something
new and can picture it. The challenge comes later when you hit your first
wall or stall. Don’t stop. Never stop. These are the moments when dreams
are tested and goals are shattered. Keep going, push through, dig deeper,
find the inspiration and motivation. When you look back a year or two from
that moment, you’ll either be happier and healthier or you’ll be in the same
rut you are now. Progress is always moving forward.

�'�(�&�2�'�,�1�*���<�2�8�5���5�(�$�/���*�2�$�/�6

Now that we’ve talked about goals and REAL goals, it’s time to decode
your REAL goal into a plan. We’ll provide the tools and framework for the



plan, though only you can know your individual REAL goal to put the plan
into action.

Here are quick sample templates to decode your REAL goal. It’s
strongly encouraged you do this exercise with pen and paper.

�6�$�0�3�/�(����

You say: “I’m a 45-year-old guy with a beer gut who wants to lose 25
pounds and run a 5K in six months.”

You mean:
• 45-year-old male (required for assessing BMR, THR, BMI)
• Out of shape (good for determining program level)
• 25+ pounds overweight (specific, measurable goal)
• Run a 5K (specific, measurable goal)
• 6 months (specific, measurable time frame)

How you’ll get there:

�6�W�H�S���������$�V�V�H�V�V�P�H�Q�W�V
• Visit your doctor and make sure you’re physically ready to participate in a fitness routine (see

page 23).
• Measure your BMI, BMR, THR, etc. (see page 186).
• Test your physical ability, range of motion, cardiovascular conditioning, strength, etc. (see page

42).

�6�W�H�S���������7�K�H���3�U�R�J�U�D�P

Depending on the results of your test above, you’ll either follow FXT:PX1
on page 52 or jump right into FXT:FIT (page 59) for 8 weeks and follow
that up with FXT:SXP (Speed & Performance, page 75) or possibly
FXT:EXP (Endurance & Long-Distance Performance, page 96). Six months
provides ample time for three 8-week programs!

�6�W�H�S���������&�U�H�D�W�H���\�R�X�U���I�X�W�X�U�H��
• Learn how each of the FXT programs can be used to build a comprehensive, easy-to-follow,

lifelong regimen to develop and maintain optimal fitness.
• Understand off-season, building, conditioning and strengthening, and how they all fit together.
• Re-evaluate your progress and goals; change programs, weights, duration or intensity.



• Have an active life. Seriously—functional fitness means very little if you’re not using it by
playing, hiking, biking, jogging, swimming or just being active.

�6�$�0�3�/�(����

You say: “I’m a 35-year-old new mom. I want to get back to my pre-baby
weight and tone up a bit in the process.”

You mean:
• 35-year-old female (required for assessing BMR, THR, BMI)
• Baby weight from pregnancy

�1�R�W�H�� This goal lacks specificity. A rephrasing of this to be more
achievable would be “I’m a 35-year-old new mom. I want to get back to my
pre-baby weight of 135 pounds, but this time want to be more toned. I’d
like to be the same weight (135 pounds) but 20–22% body fat.”

How you’ll get there:

�6�W�H�S���������$�V�V�H�V�V�P�H�Q�W�V
• Visit your doctor and make sure you’re physically ready to participate in a fitness routine (see

page 23).
• Measure your BMI, BMR, THR, etc. (see page 186).
• Test your physical ability, range of motion, cardiovascular conditioning, strength, etc. (see page

42).

�6�W�H�S���������7�K�H���3�U�R�J�U�D�P

Based on the results of your assessment fitness test, you may start with
FXT:PX1 on page 52 or choose FXT:FIT, FXT:SXP or any of the other
programs that suits your long-term goals.

�6�W�H�S���������&�U�H�D�W�H���\�R�X�U���I�X�W�X�U�H��
• Learn how each of the FXT programs can be used to build a comprehensive, easy-to-follow,

lifelong regimen to develop and maintain optimal fitness.
• Determine baseline numbers (body fat to measure).
• Understand how to build muscle while losing body fat.
• Map and plan your future month by month for your time goals.
• Measure and track on a regular basis to make sure you’re progressing.
• Re-evaluate your progress and goals; change programs, weights, duration or intensity.



• Have an active life with your family! Enjoy your newfound fitness by playing, hiking, biking,
jogging, swimming or just being active, and motivating family members to do the same thing.

�6�$�0�3�/�(����

You say: “I’m a 25-year-old skinny guy who wants to build muscle and
look like a cover model.”

You mean:
• 25-year-old male (required for assessing BMR, THR, BMI)
• Underweight, little muscle mass, low strength (good for determining program level)

�1�R�W�H�� This goal lacks specificity. A rephrasing of this to be more achievable
would be “I’m a 25-year-old skinny guy who wants to add 15 pounds of
muscle and have 12% (or less) body fat by the time I am 27 years old.”

This new goal means:
• 25-year-old male (required for assessing BMR, THR, BMI)
• Underweight, little muscle mass, low strength (good for determining program level)
• 15 pounds of muscle (specific, measurable goal)
• 12 % (or less) body fat (specific, measurable goal)
• 27th birthday (specific, measurable time frame)

How you’ll get there:

�6�W�H�S���������$�V�V�H�V�V�P�H�Q�W�V
• Visit your doctor and make sure you’re physically ready to participate in a fitness routine (see

page 23).
• Measure your BMI, BMR, THR, etc. (see page 186).
• Test your physical ability, range of motion, cardiovascular conditioning, strength, etc. (see page

42).

�6�W�H�S���������7�K�H���3�U�R�J�U�D�P

Based on the results of the test above, you may be ready to jump right into
the FXT:MX1 program (page 117) or spend a little time getting ready with
FXT:PX1 on page 52.

�6�W�H�S���������&�U�H�D�W�H���\�R�X�U���I�X�W�X�U�H��



• Learn about muscle-building workouts and nutrition.
• Determine baseline numbers (body fat to measure, strength to track gym progress).
• Understand what causes muscles to grow while minimizing fat gain.
• Map and plan your future month by month for your time goals.
• Re-evaluate your progress and goals; change programs, weights, duration or intensity.

�6�$�0�3�/�(����

You say: “I’m an 18-year-old college football freshman who wants to
improve overall strength, lose weight to 10% body fat and improve my 40-
yard dash time from 4.9 seconds to 4.7 seconds for summer training camp,
which is six months away.”

You mean:
• 18-year-old male (required for assessing BMR, THR, BMI)
• Athletic, lean and fast (good for determining program level)

�1�R�W�H�� This goal lacks one vital piece of information: starting weight and
body fat. It can be inferred from a 4.9-second 40-yard dash that you’re a
conditioned athlete, but you could conceivably be as high as 20% body fat.

This new goal means:
• 18-year-old male (required for assessing BMR, THR, BMI)
• Add strength (good to know strength focus vs. muscle size)
• 4.7-second 40-yard dash (specific, measurable goal)
• 10% body fat (specific, measurable goal)
• 6 months (specific, measurable time frame)

How you’ll get there:

�6�W�H�S���������$�V�V�H�V�V�P�H�Q�W�V
• Visit your doctor and make sure you’re physically ready to participate in a fitness routine (see

page 23).
• Measure your BMI, BMR, THR, etc. (see page 186).
• Test your physical ability, range of motion, cardiovascular conditioning, strength, etc. (see page

42).

�6�W�H�S���������7�K�H���3�U�R�J�U�D�P�V



Based on the “athletic, fast and lean” description above, you can make the
jump right into FXT:FIT for eight weeks and follow that up with FXT:SXP
Speed & Performance. From there, you can re-evaluate whether to repeat
FXT:FIT or FXT:SXP with higher intensity to hit your goals. Six months is
ample time for three 8-week programs.

�6�W�H�S���������&�U�H�D�W�H���\�R�X�U���I�X�W�X�U�H��
• Learn about strength and explosive conditioning as well as proper nutrition to fuel gains while

losing fat.
• Determine baseline numbers (body fat to measure, strength to track gym progress).
• Understand what causes muscles to grow vs. strength to increase while minimizing fat gain.
• Map and plan your future month by month for your time goals.
• Measure and track on a regular basis to make sure you’re progressing.
• Re-evaluate your progress and goals; change programs, weights, duration or intensity.

�6�$�0�3�/�(����

You say: “I need to get in shape. I’m [insert age here] and [insert number of
pounds here] overweight and I’m sick and tired of being sick and tired
when it comes to my fitness. Help!”

You mean:
• “I have no idea how to get into shape.”
• “I need help!”
• “HELP ME!”

What this goal lacks in specificity it makes up for in honesty. More
often than not we’ve all felt lost and needed help and guidance from others
to make a change in our lifestyle that will benefit us greatly over time.
Often, it’s extremely difficult to reach out for help and to make the
sometimes-difficult decisions to get started. Once the barriers come down
and egos are pushed aside, aspiring athletes are met with a ton of
contradictory information on what’s the “best” plan for them and they get
lost in the mix and end up worse off than where they started. Well, that’s not
happening here.

This new goal means:
• Show me a step-by-step exercise and nutrition routine so I can slowly transform my life. Period.



How you’ll get there:

�6�W�H�S���������$�V�V�H�V�V�P�H�Q�W�V
• Visit your doctor and make sure you’re physically ready to participate in a fitness routine (see

page 23).
• Accept the realization that there’s no such thing as a quick-fix diet/pill/miracle cure that can

transform your body composition, fitness level or life.

�6�W�H�S���������7�K�H���3�U�R�J�U�D�P���V��
• Start with FXT:PX1 on page 52.
• Follow the nutritional guidelines on page 178 in conjunction with the program.
• Take your time and work through the program, progressing at your own level. You’ve started on

a plan that will help you make the changes to adapt your lifestyle to fitness, or fitness to your
lifestyle. It only takes a series of small changes over time to have a profound and lasting impact
on your health and well-being.

�6�W�H�S���������&�U�H�D�W�H���\�R�X�U���I�X�W�X�U�H��
• Re-evaluate your long-term goals.
• Measure your BMI, BMR, THR, etc. (see page 186).
• Test your physical ability, range of motion, cardiovascular conditioning, strength, etc. (see page

42).
• Pick a program that suits your goals and get to work!

Goals are great. As we said earlier, they give you a framework to filter
information and map your own programs to your individual needs. FXT is
about providing a way for people, no matter their starting points, to locate
pathways to achieve their goals.

Now it’s your turn to say your goal out loud. Take some time and
determine your REAL goal. Know it inside and out. Be honest with
yourself. Feel your future, see yourself six months or a year from now and
visualize that you’ve achieved or are on your way to achieving your goal.
See your future self and assess if that’s indeed your REAL goal. Do this as
many times as you need until you know in your heart that your REAL goal
is exactly what you want.

�3�L�F�N�L�Q�J���<�R�X�U���3�U�R�J�U�D�P
FXT is not just one workout program—it’s actually several different goal-
oriented programs under the umbrella of using functional cross training to



become fitter, faster and stronger. We offer programs to develop speed,
strength, endurance, general fitness, weight loss and muscle. Read through
the overviews of each program to get a feel for which ones apply to your
current fitness level and where you’re looking to progress to, then match
one or a series of successive programs to your specific goals to get yourself
on track for the results you’re seeking. As you saw in samples 1, 2 and 4 in
“Decoding Your REAL Goals” (“Decoding Your REAL Goals” on page
35), each of the programs is designed to work together toward progressive
strength, speed, endurance, fitness and muscle development.

Here’s a cheatsheet that illustrates the overview of each program, how
they all build on each other to create a progressive series, and what type of
athlete can benefit most from each.

�3�U�R�J�U�D�P���&�K�H�D�W�V�K�H�H�W





�+�R�Z���$�O�O���W�K�H���3�U�R�J�U�D�P�V���7�L�H���7�R�J�H�W�K�H�U
Based on the goals you said out loud earlier (you did do that, right?), the
chart on page 39 should quickly assist you in choosing the proper program.
As you can see by the hierarchical structure of prerequisites, each program
builds on a functional cross-training foundation to develop all facets of
enhanced athletic performance, fitness, health and physique.

Beginning with the FXT:PX1, we provide two distinct paths to follow.
One focuses on building a lean, ripped physique that maximizes power-to-
weight ratio in order to improve athletic performance, cardiovascular
endurance and speed. The second stresses packing on muscle mass quickly



and developing the strength to push, pull and press heavier weights than
ever before. The nutrition and fueling used during FXT:MX1 and FXT:ST1
(page 182) are geared to build more muscle mass and strength, and have a
specific quantity and timing that’s considerably different when compared to
FXT:FIT.

Continuing the theme we started with the specific nutrition, the
FXT:FIT, FXT:SXP and FXT:EXP programs have a great deal of overlap in
terms of bodyweight and weighted exercises, drills and training methods.
For instance, you’ll see hill repeats or the 20/20 Drill (and others) in all
three, but there are distinct differences in the ways these exercises and drills
are used to develop very specific strengths and meet specific goals.
FXT:MX1 and FXT:ST1 use nearly all of the same Olympic lifts, yet the
speed and number of repetitions, amount of weights used and time under
tension, and specific grips and body position will vary between the
programs. Quite simply, when using FXT:MX1 to build muscle, you’re
targeting specific muscle groups in order to maximize time under tension,
muscle stress, and growth. FXT:ST1 is about utilizing your entire body as a
lever to lift as much weight as possible; this progressive resistance means
the weight you’re lifting should get heavier from workout to workout as
you work toward increasing your maximum lifts.

Each of the FXT programs requires hyperfocus on form and completing
the entire workout with high athletic intensity. To that end, we’ve added a
“mantra” for each, courtesy of one of our athletic heroes, Dean Karnazes:
“Struggling and suffering are the essence of a life worth living. If you’re not
pushing yourself beyond the comfort zone, if you’re not demanding more
from yourself—expanding and learning as you go—you’re choosing a
numb existence. You’re denying yourself an extraordinary trip.”

To keep track of your progress, we recommend that you make a few
copies of the program log you’re following, or download the mobile app for
workouts on the go.



�%�D�V�H�O�L�Q�H���7�H�V�W�L�Q�J
Once you’ve figured out your true goals, the next step is to get started...but
only after you’ve had an appointment with your doctor for a checkup.
Seriously, it’s really that important that you get the all-clear before
beginning any exercise regimen. It’s much better to know—good or bad—
than to find out during training or racing.

During Brett’s first marathon, he raced with a coworker, Dan, who’d
trained the same distances and speed as the rest of his group and was
completely prepared. On race day, Dan inexplicably began to slow in the
later miles due to shortness of breath, not the normal cramps or leg fatigue.
A few weeks later, after still feeling drained daily, a routine exam led to the
discovery that Dan had a hole in his heart that required multiple operations
to fix. The doctor gave him some very chilling news: “You very easily
could’ve died out there on the course.” Not the news Brett wanted to hear as
his running partner, but far less so something he or a course EMT would’ve
liked to explain to Dan’s wife and kids. Please see a doctor first, OK?

We’ve all got to start somewhere, right? This is the time and place to get
on track with a FXT program that’s perfect for you. Once you have your
goals, it’s time to take either the FXT:FIT or FXT:MX1 baseline test to
assess your current level of fitness and determine your starting point.

First-timers can skip the test! If you’re looking to drop some
weight and get into fitness, we make it as easy as possible to
get off on the right foot and get comfortable with a simple-
to-follow program. We created the FXT:PX1 program (see
page 52) for you to hop right in and get going on your fitness
journey (after talking to your doctor, of course). Once you’ve
completed that program, you should be ready to take the
FXT:FIT or FXT:MX1 test to see if you’re ready to start
either of those programs.



�)�; �7���)�,�7���%�D�V�H�O�L�Q�H���7�H�V�W�L�Q�J
The FXT:FIT program is a prerequisite for the FXT:SXP program, which is
in turn required for the FXT:EXP program. In order to test your total-body
conditioning, cardiovascular fitness, speed and endurance, we’ll employ a
pretty straightforward test that you should use every eight weeks (see “Re-
Evaluate” on page 27) to assess your progress.

The “Hot Circuit” test measures your ability to perform four exercises
(pull-ups, squats, push-ups and crunches) and run, walk or jog 200 yards
(less than ⅛ mile) in 20 minutes or less.

What? You want me to do all these exercises back to back? I can’t do as
many push-ups after my upper body is tired from pull-ups! Squats and
running in the same routine? You guys are nuts.

Yes, that’s the whole idea. But not that we’re nuts—that you’ll be
performing each exercise back to back with little or no rest in between.
Strength, coordination, proper form...it all starts now.

Throughout all of the fitness, speed, endurance and weight-loss
programs, you’ll be performing different intervals at varying intensities, so
it’s a good idea to see where you stand early! If you’re unsure about
tackling these exercises by yourself, why not invite a friend to take on this
challenge with you? Having a training partner is a great way to keep you
safe, motivated and accountable for your workouts. If you have a training
partner for the initial test, have them keep an eye on your form to make sure
you’re performing the movement properly. If you’re having problems with
your form, now is the easiest time to fix it.

Always take the test at your own pace; rest, recover, rehydrate and
refocus as needed.

“Hot Circuit” sprang into life as a training drill we devised to
race each other and challenge ourselves to better our fitness
while we were training for long-distance triathlons in 2009.
The “Hot” moniker comes from our training conditions in
Phoenix during summer—most days the sports complex we
used was over 100 scorching degrees.



Not interested in taking the test quite yet? Then use FXT:PX1 on page
52 instead of taking this rather intensive test right now. Trust us, you’re
better off learning the ropes and progressing through the program than
jumping into the deep end before you’ve learned how to swim.

�7�$�.�,�1�*���7�+�(���7�(�6�7

Before beginning the test, it’s imperative that you prepare yourself for the
exercises by warming up and getting your blood pumping. A good warm-up
should be 5–10 minutes and raise your body temperature to a light sweat.
Flip to page 174 for some ideas.

Here’s what you’ll need for the test:
�6�W�R�S�Z�D�W�F�K or mobile app with timer.
�3�X�O�O���X�S���E�D�U�� Use an appropriate pull-bar that’s high enough that you
can extend your arms fully when grasping it. If it’s too high, you may
feel uncomfortable jumping up to grab it. If it’s too low, you’ll waste
energy bending your knees to keep your feet from touching the ground.
The bar itself should be safe and sturdy and able to hold more than
double your body weight. �1�R�W�H�� Playground bars work great!
�: �D�W�H�U�� Hydrate before, after and even during if you need it.
�7�R�Z�H�O�� Make sure your hands are dry when performing pull-ups or
push-ups so you don’t slip.
�(�[�H�U�F�L�V�H���P�D�W (preferred, but optional).
�6�S�D�F�H�� Your workout area should be well-ventilated and free from
obstructions so you can complete the movements freely without hitting
anything. Performing this test outside works best, but you can use a
treadmill if your workout needs to be indoors. Be extremely careful
when stepping on and off the treadmill, especially if the belt is moving!
Warmed up and ready? Great! Just a few minutes more and you can

start the test. Before you do, it’s very important that you familiarize
yourself with the proper form of each exercise. Read each of the exercise
descriptions, view the photos and slowly try each move yourself a few



times to make sure you understand exactly what you’ll be doing once you
get started.

Make sure you’re hydrated, somewhat relaxed and take some slow, deep
breaths to prepare. We’re starting with an exercise that’s daunting for some
—the pull-up. Even if you’ve never been able to do a pull-up in the past, it’s
important that you try. We’ve personally witnessed many people who
thought they couldn’t do any do three or four once they realize the proper
form and use the large muscles of their upper back to complete the
movement. Don’t mentally block yourself from success; give it your best
shot.

With each of the exercises, complete as many reps as you can, taking
rest breaks as needed. If you can’t complete the reps, remember how many
you’ve completed and move on to the next portion. In order to get an
accurate baseline, add :30 to your time for every repetition you failed to
complete.

�7�,�3�� Take a “before” picture. Actually, take several from
different angles. Guys, take your shirt off and, ladies, pick
that bikini that you’d love to look great in. This is a really
important step that’s often forgotten and best taken care of
before you even take the test. Personally, we wish we had
some good shirt-off “before” pictures of ourselves. Truth be
told, we never took any shirtless pictures because we were
unhappy with the way we looked. Now we wish we had
those photos to compare—and you will too! You don’t need
to share them with anyone else right now if you’re self-
conscious, but we’ve had trainees post them on their fridge
to remind them of why they were working so hard to get fit.
Keep track of your progress with a picture each week; you’ll
be amazed at your transformation!

�(�[�D�P�S�O�H�� Completed 8 pull-ups; add 1:00 to your finishing time.



Start your timer (or click “Begin Test” on the FXT:FIT mobile app) and
perform:

• 10 Pull-Ups
• Run, Jog or Walk 50 yards as fast as you can
• 20 Bodyweight Squats
• Run, Jog or Walk 50 yards as fast as you can
• 20 Push-Ups
• Run, Jog or Walk 50 yards as fast as you can
• 20 Crunches
• Run, Jog or Walk 50 yards as fast as you can

Stop your timer, note the time and add any additional time from missed
reps. Compare your time to the chart below.

�'�(�7�(�5�0�,�1�,�1�*���<�2�8�5���/�(�9�(�/

�����������R�U���O�H�V�V
Start with FXT:FIT Advanced Level, starting on page 59

����������������������
Start with FXT:FIT Basic Level, on page 59

�2�Y�H�U������������
Start with the FXT:PX1, starting on page 52

Please note: If you were unable to complete any reps on any exercise,
it’s recommended that you start with FXT:PX1. For a large percentage of
readers, pull-ups will be the deciding factor. It’s important that you build
them up or you’ll be missing a huge part of the program.

�)�; �7���0 �; �����%�D�V�H�O�L�Q�H���7�H�V�W�L�Q�J
Completion of the FXT:MX1 program is a prerequisite for beginning the
FXT:ST1 program. Both the FXT:MX1 and FXT:ST1 programs share the
same baseline test since we’re simply trying to determine if you can lift the
baseline numbers for the core exercises. Over the course of a week, use four
separate days to work your way up to a weight that’s fairly challenging, a
weight you estimate would be between your 1RM (1-rep maximum), 3RM



or even 5RM. The reason we include both 3RM and 5RM is that we’re not
huge fans of the 1RM outside of powerlifting competitions. In our view,
they don’t serve much purpose and open you up to injury. If you’re an
experienced lifter and are used to pushing to a 1RM, feel free. If not, go for
a 3RM or 5RM. If you know your 3RM or 5RM, you can also use any of a
number of online calculators to estimate your 1RM.

�6�+�$�5�(���<�2�8�5���6�8�&�&�(�6�6���	���*�(�7���6�2�&�,�$�/��

Got the FXT:FIT App? You can grab it at fxtfit.com and
click away on the “Before” photo and post your progress.
We’ve created a Facebook page for our fans to share photos,
goals, successes and challenges at http://facebook.com/fxtfit.
Upload your before, during and after photos to inspire
yourself and others, and share your FXT Scores in the social
community to constantly find new motivation, tips and
techniques.

With your 1RM in hand, look at the table below. The requirements are
based on your body weight and the amount you can lift in your 1RM on a
particular exercise. They are:

Squat: 1.5 x your body weight
Deadlift: 2 x your body weight
Bench Press: 1.25 x body weight
Overhead Press: .75 x body weight

If your 1RM is within shouting distance of the requirements for your
body weight, you have a good baseline of strength and musculature to start

http://fxtfit.com/
http://facebook.com/fxtfit


either FXT:MX1 or FXT:ST1 without caveat.
However, if your numbers are significantly lower than those

requirements, it simply means you’ll need to spend some time building a
baseline of strength and muscle before moving on to more advanced
programs.



�8�V�L�Q�J���W�K�H���)�; �7���3�R�L�Q�W���6�\�V�W�H�P
The point system is about as straightforward as it gets. Each workout has a
Basic and Advanced Target for FXT Points and Time. Your goal is to
complete the required sets at or below the Target Time. After your workout,
add up all your points and you have a FXT Score to track your progress and
share with your friends online.

Based on your age, weight, current physical conditioning, and your
short- or long-term goals, you’ll have a FXT Point Target to hit with each
workout. Simply add up all the points after completing your routine to make
sure you’re on track with your workouts.

�)�;�7���7�(�5�0�6
�6�(�7�� One circuit of that workout’s exercises with the desired
repetitions (reps).
�7�$�5�*�(�7���3�2�,�1�7�6�� Essentially, how many sets you’ll
complete based on your goals and fitness level. We provide
Basic and Advanced Target Points, and you’re free to create
your own as well.
�7�$�5�*�(�7���7�,�0�(�� A baseline for how long each workout
should take at moderate intensity. Completing a workout
below the target time threshold indicates a higher-intensity
workout. Write your finish time in the workout log and add a
“+” after your FXT Points when you share your workout
with others.
�'�8�5�$�7�,�2�1���,�1�7�(�1�6�,�7�<�� Based on Target Time, the
shorter the duration, the higher the intensity.
�7�$�5�*�(�7���:�(�,�*�+�7���3�(�5�&�(�1�7�$�*�(�� This is a guideline
for how much weight (barbell, dumbbell, medicine ball, etc.)
you should be lifting or pushing based on your own body
weight. If you weigh 150 pounds, a 50% Target Weight for
an exercise would be 75 pounds.



�1�R�W�H�� Target Weight Percentage is a guideline—use only
weights that allow you to perform all the reps of a given
exercise with proper form. Start light and increase as you
progress through the programs. Not all exercises require
weights.
�)�;�7���6�&�2�5�(�� Add up all the FXT Points for sets completed
during your workout and note the duration; give a “+” or “-”
for intensity. Example: 80+ FXT Score

�7�D�U�J�H�W���7�L�P�H���	 ���7�D�U�J�H�W���: �H�L�J�K�W���3�H�U�F�H�Q�W�D�J�H
Whether you’re using one of the programs or creating your own from the
100+ exercises in this book, you’ll choose the intensity based on how
rapidly you can complete the workout with proper form in each exercise in
relation to the Target Time and the heaviness of the weights (if required) in
relation to a percentage of your body weight. Think of Target Points like
scoring in golf: Whether you par, bogey or birdie a hole, you’ll still
continue and finish all 18 holes, right? To continue the golf metaphor, any
seasoned golfer knows that it takes tons of practice to master the proper
form and technique and then string it all together from stroke to stroke in
order to play a sub-par round. Well, these workouts are no different. As you
continue to practice form and develop total-body strength and fitness, you’ll
raise your intensity and thereby lower your times; as you get stronger,
you’ll progressively increase your weights and complete more sets to
accrue more FXT Points per workout, week, month...you get the idea!

�5�H�D�G�L�Q�J���W�K�H���: �R�U�N�R�X�W���&�K�D�U�W�V
�)�;�7���)�,�7���'�D�\���������:�H�H�N����

�%�D�V�L�F���7�D�U�J�H�W���3�R�L�Q�W�V�� 80
�7�D�U�J�H�W���7�L�P�H�� 16:00

�$�G�Y�D�Q�F�H�G���7�D�U�J�H�W���3�R�L�Q�W�V�� 120



�7�D�U�J�H�W���7�L�P�H�� 18:00

�,�Q�V�W�U�X�F�W�L�R�Q�V�� Complete as many sets as possible with good form. Rest as
needed.

• 20 Bodyweight Squats (5 points)
• 1:00 Plank (5 Points)
• 20 Lunges (5 Points)
• 20 Push-Ups (5 Points)

�)�;�7���6�F�R�U�H�� Completing (4) sets of the above equals 80; (5) sets total 100.
Completing desired rounds above or below target time indicates

intensity; add “+” for below, “-” for above. Example: 80+ FXT Score

�)�;�7���0�;�����'�D�\���������:�H�H�N����

�%�D�V�L�F���7�D�U�J�H�W���3�R�L�Q�W�V�� 100
�$�G�Y�D�Q�F�H�G���7�D�U�J�H�W���3�R�L�Q�W�V�� 140
�,�Q�V�W�U�X�F�W�L�R�Q�V�� Complete as many sets as possible with good form. Rest as
needed.

• 10 Ball Thrusters (5 Points)
• 10/side One-Arm Rows (5 Points)
• 10 Pull-Ups (5 Points)
• 20 Push-Ups (5 Points)

�)�;�7���6�F�R�U�H�� Completing (5) sets of the above program will yield 100 FXT
Points (Basic Target met); (7) sets equals 140 points (Advanced Target
met).

Completing desired rounds above or below target time indicates
intensity; add “+” for below, “-” for above. Example: 100- FXT Score

�1�R�W�H�� FXT:MX1 and FXT:ST1 do not have a Target Time, as both of these
workouts have required time under tension and are designed to be
performed while focusing on form rather than completion time. See the
chart on page 45 for guidelines on how much weight you should be
targeting based on a percentage of your body weight.



�: �K�D�W���,�Q�W�H�Q�V�L�W�\���0 �H�D�Q�V���W�R���<�R�X�U
�: �R�U�N�R�X�W
Possibly the biggest mistake and the most potential for injury is not
knowing how much you should do. Don’t listen to anything other than your
body here! Don’t listen to your buddy, some random guy in the gym, a
trainer or, most importantly, your ego. Let it all go. Listen to your body.

Intensity is individual. We, Brett and Jason, are built very differently. If
Brett tried to lift as much as Jason in the gym for the squat, it’s a one-way
ticket to snap city. If Jason tried to run as fast for as far as Brett, he’d be
getting his post-run smoothie intravenously in the ER.

The key to intensity is that it, along with the programs, is always
changing and progressive. If you try to bench press 200 pounds on day one,
you’re just being stupid. But day 90? You might be able to! Heck, day 90
might have you doing 250 pounds for reps. Similarly, don’t try to run 12
miles off the bat—work up to that. Intensity is about knowing your
individual limits, flirting with them on a daily basis and blowing through
them through smart training, proper nutrition and adequate recovery. FXT’s
not about vanity or ego. It’s about developing athletic prowess, strength,
speed, endurance and, most of all, lifelong fitness. Follow the plans,
progress and make it a habit to train on the edge of your limits without
going over them.

With the caveats out of the way, intensity is CRITICAL to all the
programs. If you’re not continually challenging yourself, you aren’t
progressing. We can’t stress this enough. How many times have you seen
someone in the gym lifting the exact same weight they were lifting a year
ago? Are they vastly physically different than they were a year ago? If
someone runs the same distance at the same pace year-round, is their
marathon time improving? Nope. It’s less about the time you put in and
more about the quality of that time.

Frankly, what’s more de-motivating than spending countless hours
“training” to not see improvement? The quickest way to not achieve your
goals is to quit trying. And the secret to sticking with it is looking past



today to tomorrow, when you know you’ll be better than you were today
because of the effort you put in. Trust us—any momentary discomfort
during the training session itself is well worth the reward as you progress.
Keep it up. Keep pushing. Stick with it and don’t let up. Trust the process.
Tomorrow you’ll be better off than today. Next week you’ll be better than
this week. Next year you’ll be a whole new you.

�( �[�H�U�W�L�R�Q���6�F�D�O�H
When performing the workouts, your intensity is directly tied to your
results and is determined by your duration of exercise, force applied and
exertion. Here are the quick definitions of perceived exertion based on
ability to hold a conversation, and obviously these are relative to the fitness
and conditioning of each individual and will change as you become fitter.

�(�$�6�<�� You should be able to carry on a conversation and breathe
relatively normally. An easy pace is good for warm-up, cool-down,
recovery the day or two after a hard-run race, or running long distances.
Easy runs or jogs are roughly 40–65% of your maximal effort.

�0�2�'�(�5�$ �7�(�� Your breathing should be faster than normal due to your
elevated heart rate and exertion. While you can’t carry on a full
conversation, you can speak in occasional sentences. Moderate, or tempo,
runs help to build strength and endurance. Moderate runs are about 65–85%
of your maximal effort.

�+�$�5�'�� This is all-out sprinting. You’ll be breathing extremely hard
and unable to speak more than a word or so at a time. Hard intervals are
done for a short period of time to build speed and train fast-twitch muscle
fibers to respond even when fatigued. Hard runs represent over 85% of your
maximal effort.

�7�$�5�*�(�7���+�(�$�5�7���5�$�7�(���	���=�2�1�(�6

If you’re a bit more attuned to data and happen to own a heart monitor (or
like to do math), you can use the following Attainable Heart Rate equation
to calculate your Target Heart Rate (THR). �1�R�W�H�� This is not exact and can
fluctuate by as much as 15 beats per minute (BPM); use this only as a
guideline (100% = maximal effort).



220–AGE X ZONE % = THR

ZONE 1 (EASY):
40–65%—WARM-UP & COOL-DOWN/RECOVERY

ZONE 2 (MODERATE):
65%–85%—AEROBIC ENDURANCE

ZONE 3 (HARD):
85%—PEAK ZONE/ANAEROBIC THRESHOLD

For example, a 30-year-old male looking for his Target Heart Rate (THR) at
a 70% effort has a THR of 133 BPM:

220 – 30 X 70% = 133

Whether you use perceived exertion level or heart rate zones to
calculate your intensity, it’s important to listen to your body and also to
follow the guidelines in the workouts. An easy effort shouldn’t be at high
intensity, and there’s a good chance you shouldn’t be chatting up your
running partner during extremely hard, intense workouts.



�+�R�Z���/ �R�Q�J���6�K�R�X�O�G���0 �\���3�U�R�J�U�D�P���%�H�"
Over the last few years, we’ve gotten this question quite a bit by e-mail and
during interviews: “What’s with the whole ‘7 Weeks’ thing in all your
books and how did you come up with it?” General sports and fitness
training for events is a year-round event for a lot of people (us included),
and it’s extremely necessary to change your routine every so often to avoid
plateaus, overtraining, and mental or physical burnout. Even professional
athletes take a good chunk of their off-season to engage in different sports
or activities and change their workout routines.

Guess what? Seven to eight weeks is the optimal window for learning a
new routine, adapting to the exercises and the new demands on your body,
perfecting the form and reaping the benefits, and then testing yourself. This
can be a running or obstacle race, setting a new 1-rep max, looking in the
mirror or checking how your clothes are fitting. From there, you’ll re-
evaluate your routine or goals and then make some simple modifications to
you program’s points through added intensity, weight or duration.

�:�(�(�.������  Learn the routine. Everyone’s a beginner once—don’t rush
through this part or you’ll knock yourself off-track with delayed onset
muscle soreness (DOMS) by overdoing it too quickly. Take your time and
learn the exercises and proper form by performing them slowly and
carefully. This will pay off come week 3 or so.

�:�(�(�.�6����������  Adapt to the exercises, working through initial soreness
and making the training a part of your routine. This actually starts with your
first or second workout. Some athletes take 10–14 days, while others need
18–21 to lock it in. During this period, 50 percent of workouts fail because
individuals don’t rearrange their lives a little bit to make the new program
work. Life happens, but you can always come back and pick up here or start
over.

�:�(�(�.�6����������  Perfect the form. This is the sweet spot and the reason
why you took it slow on week 1 and stuck with it—you’ll be seeing the
most strength and fitness gains. There will be one or more times during this



28-day period where you feel bulletproof. Remember, you may be a
rockstar, but you’re not made of Kevlar. Act accordingly.

�:�(�(�.������  Re-evaluate your program, rest, recover and adapt your
program to fit new goals. Whether you’re using this book for fat loss, body
shaping or sport-specific training, you can transition to and from each of the
goal-based workouts in this book to others rather easily. Since this is cross-
training program, you should keep running and exercising. Just take it down
a notch and allow for some rest and recovery. This is similar to the run-
specific term “taper”; the exercise version is called a “deload” week. You’ll
be performing a lighter workload for the next seven days until you start up a
new program or modify your existing one with added points or intensity.
It’ll provide the exercise to keep you loose, but a reduced workload to allow
you to recover, reset and plan the next goal for you to dominate.



�)�; �7���3�; ��

�,�Q�W�U�R���W�R���)�; �7

Welcome to FXT:PX1, the Intro to FXT program. More importantly,
welcome to the beginning of your fitness lifestyle journey! Whether you’re
looking to prepare for the FXT:FIT or the FXT:MX1 programs, FXT:PX1 is
an awesome opportunity for men and women of all fitness levels to build
the full-body strength they’ll need to become fitter, faster and stronger
athletes.

The main goal of this program is to provide an easy, controlled method
for learning proper form for some of the most important exercises for total-
body fitness without having to worry about a certain number of reps or sets.
Think of FXT:PX1 as the foundation that you’ll build your fitness lifestyle
upon—you wouldn’t rush and build a cheap foundation for your house,
right? FXT:PX1 allows you to build up your strength and endurance
progressively over eight weeks while learning proper form for 10 exercises
(plus variations) and developing your own unique fitness lifestyle routine
that fits into your daily life.

We realize you’re learning new exercises and movements, adapting to a
whole new exercise and nutrition routine, and actually performing the
fitness training all at the same time, and we all know that it isn’t easy. If it
takes you eight weeks or eight months to get fit, it’s still well worth the
effort!

This is also as good a time as any to bring up the topic of weight
(specifically body fat) loss, as it’s one of the most common questions we
get via e-mail from all over the world and a huge part of developing the
physique you’re working for. In Part Four, we have an entire section on
fueling the athlete (see page 178).

Here are some tips that will help you make the most of your program:
• DO NOT overdo any workouts, especially the first couple of weeks! You WILL be sore for one

or two days after your first few workouts, and if you overdo by attempting to do too many reps
too quickly, you’ll miss subsequent workouts. This happens to nearly everyone when they start a



workout regimen—don’t let it happen to you. If you haven’t exercised in quite some time, then
take the first week or two extra easy and work your way up.

• Follow the nutritional advice consistent with the FXT:FIT plan (page 59) to make sure you have
the energy and nutrients needed to perform the workouts, recover, and rebuild your muscles.

• Stick with it! You’ll always miss some workouts, no matter how hard you try and prepare—life
gets in the way. Don’t be discouraged if you miss a day—just pick up immediately where you
left off. If you missed a week, just restart the following Monday. Don’t give up. The goal is all
about you getting in the best shape of your life. Even if it takes eight months of stops and starts,
with some perseverance and tenacity you’ll meet your goals.

If you’re planning to move up to FXT:MX1, we recommend using the
weighted and plyometric variations to build muscle and strength to prepare
you for the demands of that program. See “FXT:MX1 Prep: Plyometric &
Weighted Variations” (page 53).

�* �H�W�W�L�Q�J���6�W�D�U�W�H�G���Z�L�W�K���)�; �7���3�; ��
This program is built around exercising 20 minutes a day, 5 days a week.
For some individuals who are exercising for the first time or coming back
after a long layoff, start with at least one week of exercising for a maximum
of 10 minutes. Three of those days you’ll be walking, jogging or running at
your own pace, which means you may walk 19:30 and jog for :30 if you’re
fresh off the couch. Seasoned runners may jog all 20 minutes. Either way,
you’re getting the right workout relative to your own ability. The other two
days you’ll be performing as many sets of bodyweight exercises as you can
while using proper form. You control the number of sets, intensity and rest
between exercises or sets. It’s all relative to your ability, and all up to you.



�)�;�7���3�;�����7�$�5�*�(�7�6

While we provide a baseline FXT Points Target (60/25 FXT Points), each
week, you should be striving to increase your performance by 10% in
number of reps or distance. See the examples below:

�(�;�(�5�&�,�6�(�6

• �: �H�H�N������ Complete 1 set in 20:00; your goal for Week 2 is to complete your first set at least
1:00–2:00 faster.

• �: �H�H�N������ Cover 1 mile in 20:00; your Week 2 goal should be to increase your distance between
1.1 and 1.2 miles.

�)�;�7���0�;�����3�5�(�3�����3�/�<�2�0�(�7�5�,�&���	���:�(�,�*�+�7�(�'���9�(�5�6�,�2�1�6

Are you looking to progress to the FXT:MX1 program or use FXT:PX1 to
build some more muscle? Utilizing the weighted or plyometric variations of
the standard FXT:PX1 exercises can surely help. We recommend
completing the entire eight-week FXT:PX1 program and focusing on good
form and making progressive improvements before utilizing these more
difficult and demanding variations.





�)�; �7���3�; �����3�U�R�J�U�D�P
�: �D�U�P���X�S���I�R�U�������P�L�Q�X�W�H�V���S�U�L�R�U���W�R���H�D�F�K���Z�R�U�N�R�X�W�����V�W�U�H�W�F�K���D�I�W�H�U���F�R�P�S�O�H�W�L�R�Q�����:�D�U�P���8�S�V���	���6�W�U�H�W�F�K�H�V���V�W�D�U�W
�R�Q���S�D�J�H����������

Week 1



Week 2



Week 3



Week 4



�6�X�F�F�H�V�V��
Congratulations on completing FXT:PX1! During the program you’ve
learned extremely valuable lessons about developing a fitness routine and
making it work with your everyday life—and that’s the whole point!
There’s no such thing as a “quick fix” when it comes to getting our bodies
fit. It requires patience and diligence to build a fitness lifestyle that works
for you. As we’ve mentioned before, you can come back to this routine
anytime and modify it with the weighted or plyometric variations or dial the
intensity up or down to suit your goals.

Are you ready for the challenge of FXT:FIT or FXT:MX1? Then take
the Baseline Test on page 43 and see how much progress you’ve made!



�)�; �7���)�,�7

�7�R�W�D�O���%�R�G�\���)�L�W�Q�H�V�V���	 ���: �H�L�J�K�W���/ �R�V�V

What’s your definition of fit? Does it involve being able to tighten your belt
a notch or two, running a mile non-stop, hitting a 300-yard drive down the
middle of the fairway, or seeing your abdominal muscles for the first time
since you were a teenager? If your goal is to develop total-body strength,
lose weight and make your physique leaner and more athletic, you’ve
chosen the right program!

Completion of the FXT:FIT program is a prerequisite for
starting the FXT:SXP program. FXT:FIT will provide the
foundation for the more-intense, full-body, explosive
workouts you’ll be using in FXT:SXP, which in turn will
prepare you for the extremely intense FXT:EXP program.

With its combination of bodyweight and weighted exercises along with
high-intensity cardiovascular training, FXT:FIT is your key to building and
maintaining optimal functional fitness—in other words, keeping you strong,
flexible, dexterous, fast and ready to participate in nearly any athletic
activity. Whether you treat this program as your “fountain of youth” to get
you back into the same shape as your glory days or a first step in getting
from the couch to the starting line of a 5K or mud run, the FXT:FIT is a go-
to fitness routine that anyone can use anytime and nearly anywhere to tone,
strengthen and condition your body.

This is a complete body program, meaning you need to perform all the
exercises to develop optimum functional fitness—do not skip exercises
because you don’t like them or they’re difficult to complete. They were
specifically chosen for their effectiveness at delivering results.



In addition, finish every rep and set. Whether you’re on pace to finish
below the target time or double that amount, the only way you’ll transform
your mind and body is to develop consistency and tenacity from one
workout to the next.

Essentially, prior to starting your timer and performing the first
movement, commit yourself to completing the entire workout. Don’t cheat
your success by quitting early. Rest as needed and focus on your form—
only stop when you can no longer perform each exercise properly or can no
longer continue due to extreme fatigue, light-headedness, acute pain or
other injury warning signs.

As we mentioned earlier in “Using the FXT Point System” on page 46,
each workout has a point total that’s created by the sum of the individual
exercises and reps. Keeping track of your point total is an important tool to
keep your progression on track. In order to develop as an athlete, you’ll
have to continually set the bar a little higher from week to week and re-
evaluate your entire fitness regimen every eight weeks. How do you do
that? Add more weight or more reps, or complete the workout at a higher
intensity in a shorter amount of time. Oh, and feel free to share your FXT
Score with all your friends on social media. Even the ones who may
grumble about your fitness posts are probably getting inspired by you and
motivated to start working out themselves. Trust us, we’ve seen it hundreds
of times!

�3�U�R�J�U�H�V�V�L�Y�H���: �R�U�N�R�X�W�V
As we’ll cover in the FXT:EXP section, developing a deep well of muscular
endurance comes from training at a high level even when at or near
muscular exhaustion. The easiest concept to hammer this home is this:
You’ll make more endurance and strength gains from the last 5 reps than
you will from the first 5. Muscular stress builds muscle—actually, it tears
muscles apart, only to regrow them stronger. If you’re a runner, finishing a
workout strong is akin to finishing a race with a swift “kick” as the finish
line comes into view. No matter how difficult the beginning or middle of a
workout is, finishing strong—and with good form—is its own reward and
amplifies gains.



These progressive workout styles break from the common boredom of
cranking out multiple sets with the same number of reps when you’re
working to build speed, endurance and total-body fitness (5x5 lifts do play a
strong part in FXT:MX1 and FXT:ST1, but not here). Because each
workout requires you to build up or down depending on the type you
choose, you have a finite start and finish point. So finish each and every one
of these workouts—unless you’re light-headed, dizzy or injured, of course.
The magic of these progressives is directly tied to you completing every
rep, got it?

When following the progressive programs below, you’ll be adding 1 rep
each set, and those reps add up very quickly. For example, a “1-10 ladder”
consists of 10 sets with a total of 55 reps. Yes, you read that correctly—that
innocuous little “1-10” results in 55 total reps! We added a helpful chart
after each progressive exercise description below to help with the math so
you know what you’re getting into before you start. A “10-20-10 pyramid”
results in a whopping 330 reps. Yes, you read that right.

�/�$�'�'�(�5�6

This multiple-set workout increases the workload incrementally from set to
set, making the lifts near the end of the workout exponentially more
difficult. Excellent for building strength and muscle endurance, ladders
require increasing levels of effort and attention to maintain good form
during the later sets. Bodyweight exercises or exercises using a light weight
are recommended for this type of regimen.

Perform one additional exercise rep each set, sequentially adding more
reps until the end of the workout.

Set/Rep example: Set 1, 1 rep; Set 2, 2 reps...Set 10, 10 reps
Pattern example: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

�/�$�'�'�(�5���0�$ �7�+
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A multiple-set workout designed for maximizing metabolic and muscle
stress, reverse ladders start with many repetitions at the beginning of a
workout and end with very few. This structure allows athletes to complete
each successive set with proper form due to the reduction in repetitions
while allowing for a heavier weight to be used versus the traditional ladder,
even though they both require the same number of reps.

Perform one less exercise rep per set, sequentially reducing the number
of reps until the end of the workout.

Set/Rep example: Set 1, 10 reps; Set 2, 9 reps…Set 10, 1 rep
Pattern Example: 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1

�5�(�9�(�5�6�(���/�$�'�'�(�5���0�$�7�+
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Also a multiple-set workout, pyramids start similarly to ladders with low
reps and incrementally add one rep of each exercise up to the “peak” or
highest point of the pyramid before reversing the trend, reducing the
repetitions by one each set until reaching the original number. By starting
the workout with minimal reps, pyramids provide an effective warm-up
when utilizing heavy weights and then progressively build to become
increasingly more difficult before eventually returning to decreasing reps.

Set/Rep example: Set 1, 1 rep; Set 2, 2 reps…Set 5, 5 reps; Set 6, 5
reps…Set 10, 1 rep.

Pattern example: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1
�3�<�5�$�0�,�'���0�$�7�+
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The exact opposite of pyramids when it comes to addition and subtraction
of reps, reverse pyramids start at the highest number of reps and decrease
incrementally until the low point of reps is hit, then increase one rep per set
until reaching and completing the peak number of reps again. This type of
workout can be performed with relatively heavy weights, provided an
adequate warm-up set is performed, and is equally suited for lighter weights
or bodyweight exercises. The inverse nature of reverse pyramids is slightly
more beneficial for building muscle stress and endurance versus standard
pyramids, as the maximum number of reps is required at the end of the
workout as muscle fatigue is setting in.

Set/Rep example: Set 1, 5 rep; Set 2, 4 reps…Set 5, 1 rep; Set 6, 1 rep…Set
10, 5 reps

Pattern example: 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
�5�(�9�(�5�6�(���3�<�5�$�0�,�'���0�$�7�+
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This workout type is a combination of ladders, reverse ladders, pyramids
and reverse pyramids with two or more exercises. Just like the playground
equipment this progression is named after, the seesaw drill has one side
going up while the other goes down. These programs perform extremely



well with one light weight or bodyweight exercise and one heavier
weighted or more “technical” lift to build total-body strength and muscle
endurance.

Ladder Seesaw features one exercise (generally the more technical, heavier
one) starting from 1 and progressing upward to 10, while the second
exercise (generally a bodyweight exercise) descends from 10 to 1.

Exercise 1A Pattern Example: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 (55 total reps)
Exercise 1B Pattern Example: 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 (55 total reps)
See “Ladder Math” on page 60 for other sample total reps.

Pyramid Seesaw utilizes the pyramid for one exercise (generally the more
technical, heavier one) and a reverse pyramid for the second exercise
(generally a bodyweight exercise). These “mirror” pyramids will always
require the same number of reps split between the two exercises:

Exercise 1A Pattern Example: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 (30 total reps)
Exercise 1B Pattern Example: 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (30 total reps)

�1�R�W�H�� In the example above, each set has 6 reps (1+5, 2+4, etc.) as you’ll be
alternating back and forth between exercises 1 and 2. Pretty cool, huh?

�)�; �7���' �U�L�O�O�V
A big part of the FXT:FIT, FXT:SXP and FXT:EXP programs is the high-
intensity interval (HIIT) drills that are used to develop speed, strength and
flexibility, as well as torch fat and keep the programs interesting, exciting
and really, really intense. Always follow the instructions for warm-up and
cool-down, hydrate properly and take a break if you feel light-headed or
dizzy. These drills are no joke, and it’s up to you to provide the intensity to
make them incredibly effective at building the strength, speed and athletic
performance you crave.

�����6���'�5�,�/�/

During the NFL combine, the 40-yard sprint, or “40 time,” is crucial for
assessing how highly players will be drafted, and quite literally is worth



millions of dollars in salary to these athletes. While these 40s will make you
faster and stronger, they won’t necessarily be capable of padding your bank
account with a seven-figure paycheck. But hey, money can’t buy fitness,
strength and endurance! Just like the NFL combine, you’ll want to time
your effort and continually strive toward finishing in faster and faster times.

This drill can be performed with 10–30 seconds of rest after each sprint
and exercise. Eventually you should progress to complete this workout
without any rest.

40-yard sprint
10 push-ups

40-yard sprint
10 jumping lunges

40-yard sprint
10 burpees

40-yard sprint
10 air squats

40-yard sprint
30 crunches

That’s one rep. Hydrate and rest as necessary before repeating!

�+�2�7���&�,�5�&�8�,�7�������'�5�,�/�/

The original “Hot Circuit” that we created back in 2008 is used as the
FXT:FIT test on page 42. This version is slightly different and a little more
challenging. The layout still works perfectly on a football field, soccer pitch
or any 100-yard-by-50-yard flat patch of grass. Perform each
sprint/mobility exercise and bodyweight exercise as a circuit, resting only
when absolutely necessary. Eventually, you should progress to completing
this entire workout without resting, then take a quick break, sip of water and
repeat. It’s called “Hot Circuit” for a reason; it’ll burn fat right off of your
body!

Remember to use a timer, and progressively chop down the amount of
time it takes you to complete each round.

10 push-ups
50-yard backward sprint
20 in & outs



25-yard sprint
25-yard walking lunges
10 narrow push-ups

50-yard crab walk
10 wide push-ups

50-yard burpee jumps
50 jumping jacks

12.5-yard inchworm
25-yard bear crawl
12.5-yard spiderman
30 marching twists

50-yard sprint
10 push-ups

�%�8�5�3�(�(���0�,�/�(���'�5�,�/�/

This ridiculous challenge came from Mike DeAngelo, our close friend and
trainer, who wanted to really push his limits. Start out by linking 5 or 10
burpee jumps (see description below) together and continually add distance
as you progress. MikeyD completed the full mile (5280 feet) on his first
attempt in 1:16:28 and approximately 1550 burpee jumps (he totally lost
count—I bet you can figure out why!).

MikeyD’s top-3 tips:
• Wear gloves.
• Use a deep squat and a big arm swing to build up the force to jump as far as possible. The farther

you jump, the fewer burpees you’ll need to do!
• Wear a hat or something to drop and mark your spot if you need to leave your spot when nature

calls.

Burpee jumps are a plyometric move that start out as a traditional
burpee (the “full version” including the push-up) and incorporate an arm
swing toward the back and an explosive two-legged broad jump forward as
far as possible, followed by a controlled landing.

���� Stand tall with your back erect, feet shoulder-width apart and toes
rotated slightly outward.

���� Shift your hips backward and sit back for the squat, keeping your
head up and bending your knees. Lean your weight forward and place your



hands on the floor inside, outside or in front of your feet—whichever is
more comfortable and gives you a nice, stable base.

���� Kick your feet straight back so that you’re now in a push-up start
position, forming a straight line from your head to your feet. Keep your
core tight to maintain an erect spine.

���� Inhale as you lower your torso toward the floor for a push-up. Stop
when your body is 1–2 inches from the floor.

���� Exhaling, straighten your arms and propel your entire upper body off
the floor while simultaneously bending your knees and bringing them
toward your chest in order to plant your feet underneath you. You should
end up back in the bottom position of a squat. Take a quick breath.

���� Swing your arms down and behind you in an arc, then reverse your
arm direction forward, exhale and explode forward in a broad jump from
the toes of both feet. Land with your knees slightly bent to absorb the
impact.

That’s 1 rep.

�5�(�9�2�/�8�7�,�2�1�6���'�5�,�/�/

Find a running track at a school or park and develop speed, explosive power
and endurance with this combination of traditional running drills and
plyometric moves. This routine is all about intensity and leg mobility;
you’ll be running the 800-yard sections exceptionally hard (after a warm-
up, of course) and performing the plyometric moves with explosive force. If
Revolutions don’t have you sucking wind after one rep, you’re not pushing
yourself hard enough!

800 yards

40 Striders

40 Butt Kicks

40 High Knees

40 Skips

800 yards

That’s 1 rep. Rest 10 to 60 seconds, hydrate and repeat.
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There’s a good amount of truth to the adage “You are what you eat,” and for
this book we’ll modify the phrase to focus on eating for performance: “Your
engine needs fuel to run.” On page 178 we cover the necessary micro- and
macro-nutrients required to keep an athlete fueled for training and primed
for recovery and growth.

�)�;�7���)�,�7���3�2�,�1�7�6���.�(�<

20 Bodyweight Reps = 5 FXT points
10 Weighted Reps = 5 FXT points
Walk/Jog = 3 FXT points/min
Moderate Run = 5 FXT points/min
Hard Run/Sprint = 7 FXT points/min
Ladders, Pyramids,
sequential drills

= 5 FXT points/10 Reps

Hot Circuit 2 = 50 FXT points/round
Revolutions = 50 FXT points/round
40s Drill = 20 FXT points/round

Add up all your points to get your FXT Score.

�,�1�7�(�1�6�,�7�<��
If you finish above or below the Target Time, append the amount of time
that you exceed over the Target Time to the end of your score.
Example: 20:00 Target Time, 22:00 finish = +2:00

�(�;�$�0�3�/�(��
�%�D�V�L�F���7�D�U�J�H�W���3�R�L�Q�W�V�� 80, Target Time: 16:00
�$�G�Y�D�Q�F�H�G���7�D�U�J�H�W���3�R�L�Q�W�V�� 120, Target Time: 18:00
Instructions: Complete as many sets as possible with good form. Rest as
needed.
20 Bodyweight Squats = 5 points



1:00 Plank = 5 points
20 Lunges = 5 points
(20) Push-Ups = 5 points
Example: Completed 4 sets of the above in 20:00.
Score: 80 +4:00
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Week 2
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�6�X�F�F�H�V�V��
Congratulations on completing the FXT:FIT program! You’ve engaged in
one of the most comprehensive total-body functional fitness programs
available and taken your athletic ability to new heights—but don’t stop yet!
Each FXT program, whether it’s the FIT, Strength, Muscle, Speed,
Endurance and even Intro to FXT program, was designed to be a program
that you can use over and over to continue to develop strength, speed,
muscle, endurance and a healthy, active body. Just because you’ve
completed one round of one specific program doesn’t in any way mean you



should disregard it and move on! You can always improve your results
relative to target points and time—add more weight to your reps and
perform each and every exercise with perfect form to enhance your fitness
and shred your physique. Of course, we’re absolutely encouraging you to
mix it up and try out all the different programs in the book as they fit your
goals over time. The entire nature of cross training is to switch up your
workout at regular intervals to develop all your musculature at multiple
disciplines on a range of different planes—not just focus on specific
muscles by continually training a set range of motion with the same
exercises. To steal a line from one of Brett’s favorite movies of all time,
�)�L�J�K�W���&�O�X�E�� “I say evolve, and let the chips fall where they may.”
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Congratulations again on finishing the FXT:FIT program, and welcome to
the next step to improving your strength, speed, flexibility and fitness.
FXT:SXP is pretty extreme and built to challenge athletes of all levels
because the level of intensity that you put into every rep of every exercise
and every single drill is controlled by you.

If you’re not totally spent near the end of each workout, you’re not
pushing yourself hard enough nor setting the groundwork to smash the
plateaus of “fatigue” or “exhaustion” that limit your ability now.
Developing explosive speed is about finding the next gear and blowing past
your current thresholds and trouncing your current levels of athletic
performance. Whether your goal is a faster 40-yard time, crushing a new
5K personal record or playing for longer then ever at a higher level at team
sports like soccer, football or basketball, FXT:SXP is the place to start.

FXT:FIT is a prerequisite for FXT:SXP. Completion of
FXT:SXP is required before starting FXT:EXP. Your mantra
for this program should be: “Run when you can, walk if you
have to, crawl if you must; just never give up” (Dean
Karnazes).

In the SXP program we’ll focus on strengthening your legs, trunk and
core with easy-to-follow exercises, develop your fast-twitch muscles and
explosive power using plyometrics, and use mobility and flexibility drills to
develop your overall speed. On top of all that, we’ll even do some running.
This is an intense regimen with some high-tempo plyometric moves and



elements from the FXT:FIT complete-body program. Prior to starting your
timer and performing the first movement, commit yourself to completing
the entire workout. Don’t cheat your success by quitting early. Rest as
needed and focus on your form—only stop when you can no longer perform
each exercise properly or can no longer continue due to extreme fatigue,
light-headedness, acute pain or other injury warning signs.

You’ll need to perform all the exercises to develop optimum functional
fitness—do not skip exercises because you don’t like them or they’re
difficult to complete. They were specifically chosen for their effectiveness
at delivering results. In addition, finish every rep and set. Whether you’re
on pace to finish below the target time or double that amount, the only way
you’ll transform your mind and body is to develop consistency and tenacity
from one workout to the next. Developing speed requires performing some
exercises and drills at high intensity, but not all of them. You can’t push
your body 100% all the time, so follow the routine, including tempo and
pace, and observe the proper rest periods.

�6�S�H�H�G���' �U�L�O�O�V
Pop quiz: What’s the quickest way to develop explosive speed? Running,
running and more running, right?

Of course you need to work on your running in order to develop
stronger leg, hip and glute muscles, but you also need to strengthen those
muscles with cross-training and implement some plyometric moves to
develop your fast-twitch muscle fibers. What you may not realize is that the
most important muscles you need to develop to run quickly or for long
periods of time are not located in your legs, but your core. Yeah, we already
covered your hips and glutes, but your abs, obliques, intercostals and
erector spinae (lower back) muscles need to be strong and flexible to allow
you to run quickly and efficiently.

The following drills have been designed to develop explosive power
through plyometric movements, increase your foot speed through high
turnover exercises and increase your flexibility by extending your range of
motion.
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The 20/20 Drill combines eight moves at high intensity to develop your
speed, strength, agility, endurance and all-around athletic ability. This drill
is short and intense as a workout, and also provides a great warm-up and
cool-down when performed at a more relaxed pace.

The set-up is simple: Find a flat area at least 20 yards long and place
some cones or markers at each end; pavement or grass is fine, but a sports
field is optimal. Perform the first exercise/movement for 20 yards until you
reach your marker, turn around, and perform the next exercise/movement
20 yards back to the starting point, continually progressing through all eight
moves at a high intensity, with good form and little to no rest in between.

�+�L�J�K���.�Q�H�H�V�� Run forward using a normal-length stride. Bend the knee
of your elevated leg 90 degrees and raise it until it’s level with your waist.
Push forward from the ball of your grounded foot. Pump your arms to
generate leg drive and speed. Switch legs and repeat.

�%�X�W�W���.�L�F�N�V�� Run forward by taking very small steps and raising the heel
of your back leg up toward your butt. Push forward from the ball of your
grounded foot, progressing 12 to 18 inches per stride.

�6�W�U�L�G�H�U�V�� Bound forward by pushing off hard from the ball of your
grounded foot, pumping your arms to generate leg drive and speed. Take
huge leaps forward, trying to cover as much ground as possible with each
stride.

�6�N�L�S�V�� Bound forward by pushing off hard from the ball of your
grounded foot, landing again on that same foot, and pushing off once more
before landing on the opposite foot. Pump your arms to generate leg drive
and speed. Take smaller leaps forward than when performing Striders,
covering slightly less ground per stride.

�6�L�G�H���6�K�X�I�I�O�H�� Turn sideways with your left hip pointing toward the
direction you’ll be traveling, feet slightly wider than your shoulders and
hands at your sides. Push off with your right foot in the direction you’ll be
traveling while lifting your left foot and swinging your right foot toward the
center of your body. Touch both feet together lightly before landing on your
right foot, extending your left foot out to the side in the direction you’re



traveling and repeating the process. When you reach the halfway point (the
10-yard mark), turn 180 degrees so that your right hip is pointing in the
direction that you’re traveling and continue side shuffling an additional 10
yards.

�: �D�O�N�L�Q�J���/�X�Q�J�H�� Stand tall, facing the direction you’ll be traveling,
with your feet shoulder-width apart and your arms hanging at your sides.
Take a large step forward with your right foot, bend both knees, and drop
your hips straight down until both knees are bent 90 degrees. Your left knee
should almost be touching the ground and your left toes are on the ground
behind you. Keep your core engaged and your back, neck and hips straight
at all times during this movement. Keeping your right foot in place on the
ground, push up with your right leg, straighten both knees, bring your left
leg parallel with your right, and place your left foot next to your right.
Continue moving forward by repeating the above process with your left
foot.

�%�D�F�N�Z�D�U�G���6�S�U�L�Q�W�� Facing away from the direction you’ll traveling, run
by pushing off alternating forefeet and raising your knees as high as
possible. Pump your arms as needed to generate leg drive and speed. This
takes a little getting used to but it’s a great way to strengthen your running
muscles by working them in an opposite plane of motion and helps to
develop balance and agility.

�6�S�U�L�Q�W�� The sprint is saved for last so you’re working extremely hard to
generate speed after your legs and lungs are already fatigued. Run forward
at top speed by leaning forward with your upper body to as much as a 45-
degree angle and driving off the balls of your feet as hard and as rapidly as
you can. Pump your arms to increase leg drive and speed.

�+�,�/�/���5�(�3�(�$�7�6

Hill repeats develop leg strength through the added force needed to combat
gravity while climbing an incline. They also change the angle of each
footfall and push-off to work muscles in a new range of motion.

First, you’ll need a paved hill that’s long enough for you to run up for at
least 20 seconds, or up to 100 strides. A straight sidewalk, long driveway or
safe side road will do. The hill doesn’t need to be very steep (at least when



you’re just getting started) but should be enough of a bump to make a 20-
second sprint up it a bit of a chore. Avoid grass, trails or stairs unless
absolutely necessary as the focus of this drill is to build your running
strength without having to focus on your footing, obstacles or tripping over
a step. Even if you’re training for a trail race, this is a smooth-surface
exercise; you can get your trail practice during your weekly mileage outside
of these drills. Need to use a treadmill? See below.

The intervals are performed by running up the hill at the chosen level of
exertion for the designed amount of time or number of strides. Once you hit
that goal, slow, stop and turn around to descend the hill for the next repeat;
this may be a walk or a slow jog to return to the start position. Don’t dilly-
dally, however—get back to the start for your next interval as quickly as
you can while catching your breath. Hill repeats are quick, brutal and
effective—the quicker you get them over with, the sooner you can re-
hydrate and move on with your workout.

�7�U�H�D�G�P�L�O�O���X�V�H�U�V�� While you’ll be missing out on the downhill walk or
jog with each repetition, you can effectively use the treadmill to dial in a
speed and incline that suits your athletic ability and goals. Follow the
appropriate warm-up of 5 minutes with the incline set at .5 or 1% and then
carefully grab the handrails and step on the side rails while raising the
incline to 5–10% based on your ability; change the speed so that you can
safely maintain a moderate pace for the desired time. You’ll need to adjust
the incline and speed settings to hit your targets, so don’t be afraid to
carefully step off the belt if needed and make changes. When performing
the intervals, run at the desired speed for the amount of time or strides in
the program and then carefully step off the belt onto the side rails to rest.
Since you won’t be walking or jogging downhill, take a 30-second to 1-
minute break before your next interval, unless specifically instructed in the
chart.

�3�,�&�.���8�3�6

Understanding pick-up intervals is pretty easy; performing them is slightly
more difficult. After warming up, you’ll run for the specified distance or
time at a designated pace or exertion level and then—you guessed it—“pick
up” your speed for an interval of time. Once your faster interval is over,



return back to the previous pace or exertion level and continue. You may
drop your intensity all the way down to a walk for 30 seconds or so if you
need to catch your breath, hydrate and recover.

Treadmill users should have no problem with this—just crank up the
speed for the desired amount of time. The speed increase is relative to your
ability and goals.

�7�(�0�3�2���5�8�1�6

Tempo runs are easily defined as running for a prescribed period of time at
a “hard” exertion level, or above 85% of your maximal effort or target heart
rate (see “Total Heart Rate & Zones” on page 50). Once again, this pace is
relative to your ability and as you progress it’s a moving target. Keep that in
mind when another runner shares their tempo pace or tries to tell you that it
should be ANY exact minutes per mile. Your tempo is your tempo and it
will change from month to month based on your training. Got it?

�1�X�W�U�L�W�L�R�Q���I�R�U���6�S�H�H�G���	 ���( �[�S�O�R�V�L�Y�H���3�H�U�I�R�U�P�D�Q�F�H
Nutrition plays a big part in fueling for training and getting the long-term
body composition you want. Refer to “Nutrition for FXT:FIT, FXT:SXP &
FXT:EXP on page 181 for guidelines on meal timing and macro- and
micronutrient consumption. You’ll also learn how what you take in before,
during and after training affects your success.

�)�;�7���6�;�3���3�2�,�1�7�6���.�(�<

20 Bodyweight Reps = 5 FXT Points
10 Weighted Reps = 5 FXT Points
Walk/Jog = 3 FXT Points/min
Moderate Run = 5 FXT Points/min
Hard Run/Sprint = 7 FXT Points/min
Ladders, Pyramids,
sequential drills

= 5 FXT Points/10 Reps



Hot Circuit 2 = 50 FXT Points/round
Revolutions = 50 FXT Points/round
40s Drill = 20 FXT Points/round

Add up all your points to get your FXT Score.

�,�1�7�(�1�6�,�7�<��
If you finish above or below the Target Time, append the amount of time
that you exceed over the Target Time to the end of your score.
Example: 20:00 Target Time, 22:00 finish = +2:00

�(�;�$�0�3�/�(��
�%�D�V�L�F���7�D�U�J�H�W���3�R�L�Q�W�V�� 80, Target Time: 16:00
�$�G�Y�D�Q�F�H�G���7�D�U�J�H�W���3�R�L�Q�W�V�� 120, Target Time: 18:00
Instructions: Complete as many sets as possible with good form. Rest as
needed.
20 Bodyweight Squats = 5 points
1:00 Plank = 5 points
20 Lunges = 5 points
(20) Push-Ups = 5 points
Example: Completed 4 sets of the above in 20:00.
Score: 80 +4:00
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�6�X�F�F�H�V�V��
Congratulations on finishing the FXT:EXP endurance performance
program! We’re sure you now realize this was more intense than you’d



expect from an “endurance” program, right? By completing the workouts
and drills, you’ve taken your athletic performance to a place where you can
compete at a higher level for much longer than ever before. The full-body
strength that you’ve developed through completing this program can be
applied to any physical activity, from pick-up hoops to 18 (or 36) holes on
the links. It may even improve your free throws or driving distance. Of
course, your sport-specific skill level has a lot to do with how you perform,
but increased total-body conditioning will help you jump, run or swing a
club longer, and a strong, flexible core means more power.

So, what’s next? Once you’ve completed any program in this book, it’s
a perfect time to reflect on your progress and re-evaluate your goals. If you
don’t feel like you performed up to your full potential or want to progress
even farther on a particular regimen, then by all means do it again. Our
recommendation is to not do any one particular program more than twice
back to back, as this may lead to overuse injuries, plateaus or mental burn-
out. The programs in this book were all crafted together to provide a year-
round series of workouts to develop periods of muscle and strength growth,
and total-body conditioning through calisthenics, speed drills and endurance
training. Pick a program, commit to it, and keep progressing to develop a
whole new you!



�)�; �7���0 �; ��

�%�X�L�O�G�L�Q�J���0 �X�V�F�O�H

“Look better naked.” There are very few things in life that don’t benefit
from ruthless simplification. When you’re trying to state your goal, try to
see if yours is about looking better naked. If so, you probably want to build
muscle. Seriously, take some time and think about it.

Now that you’re back and still reading, we’re going to go over the
simplest way known to man to build rock-solid muscle. There are literally
thousands of approaches to muscle building—we’ve gone over most of
them, distilled them down to their essence, taken the good, thrown away the
bad and built a lifelong program to put on slabs of muscle.

But just because this is simple doesn’t mean it’s going to be easy. It
won’t be. You still need to put in the work and time, as well as follow the
nutritional advice. If you do this and pay close attention to how you
respond, you’ll get results.

�$���V�S�H�F�L�D�O���Q�R�W�H���W�R���Z�R�P�H�Q�� We’ve been asked in the past if this program
is just for men. Absolutely not! Everything we talk about equally applies to
women. The big difference is the time it will take as well as the expected
results. Women often say they “don’t want to get bulky” as a reason they
typically don’t lift weights. Now think about it this way: How many men
WANT to look bulky but find it’s difficult to actually do it? Ladies, there is
near-zero chance you’ll get bulky by lifting weights. Instead, you’ll tighten
up, build dense muscle and start to have a very athletic look. Don’t worry
about looking like a man—it’s not going to happen.

�+�R�Z���W�R���8�V�H���W�K�H���3�U�R�J�U�D�P
Take a quick peek at the FXT:MX1 workout starting on page 121. Notice
that the program is one week in length. We bet you’re saying to yourself,
“What the heck, guys? You told me all the programs were eight weeks



long.” Our answer is pretty simple: “Yes, they’re eight weeks long. Just take
a deep breath and read on.”

FXT:MX1 is designed as a progressive routine to be performed by
intermediate and advanced athletes five times a week over eight weeks,
equaling 40 total workouts. All athletes, especially beginners, should take
this program at their own pace, utilizing weights that they can easily
perform all the required reps and progress steadily toward the five-days-per-
week goal. Beginners are encouraged to take one day off between workouts
for as many weeks as needed while keeping to the goal of 40 completed
workouts before re-evaluating their workout regimen as outlined on page
27. Take the FXT:MX1 baseline test on page 45 to give you an idea of the
target weights you should be using for each type of movement.

Repeat this five-day workout following the Basic or Advanced Target
FXT Points for eight weeks, increasing your weights or reps by no more
than 15% for a specific lift per week.

�7�U�D�L�Q�L�Q�J���6�W�\�O�H�V���7�K�D�W���%�X�L�O�G���0 �X�V�F�O�H
The formula for building muscle (and by that we mean muscle size) is
progressive resistance (strength training), sufficient volume (volume
training) and muscular tension (tension training). You’ll need to lift
sufficient weights to tax your muscles, at a volume that promotes growth,
for a certain amount of time to stress the muscle fibers. When you combine
these factors together, you’ll be creating an environment for muscle growth
like no other.

Now let’s look at these types of training separately. Each style has a
base philosophy that can achieve decent results by itself, but combined
they’re even more effective. Understanding each style’s strengths and
weaknesses will allow you to understand when and where to use them
effectively.

�6�7�5�(�1�*�7�+���7�5�$�,�1�,�1�*

Classic strength training is only concerned with increasing the amount of
weight a person can lift. In powerlifting this is achieved through body



position, hand, foot and bar positions, as well as adding suits. We won’t be
doing any of that, though we will try to increase core strength.

�6�7�5�(�1�*�7�+�� increasing base strength, fun program to follow, ego boosting

�:�(�$�.�1�(�6�6�� increasing muscle size

Strength has many advantages and should be the base of any good
hypertrophy program. One of the failings of pure volume or tension
programs is that they don’t incorporate a strength component. And while
volume and tension training can be more effective at increasing muscle size
than strength training alone, combined they achieve more than they could
apart.

Our approach to strength training is called progressive overloading,
meaning we’ll continually strive to add more weight to the bar for a
prescribed set of reps and sets. In practice we want someone to add weight
each workout as long as you can continue to hit your reps and sets number.
When you can no longer lift for the prescribed reps in a set, you hold steady
until you can. This means you’ll be taxing your muscles each and every
workout in a progressive way. You should be able to continually achieve
new maximum lifts for quite some time using this approach. This method is
naturally immune to stagnation as you’ll theoretically never be doing the
same workout twice. There is, of course, an upper limit on just how strong
you can get, although you need not worry—it will take quite some time
before you find this ceiling. Bottom line: You’ll always be trying to move
up in weight for strength-training sets.

�9�2�/�8�0�(���7�5�$�,�1�,�1�*

Volume training is primarily concerned with the overall volume (meaning
number of reps and sets) per workout. To achieve a higher number of reps
and sets, the overall weight of exercises needs to be reduced, sometimes by
as much as 50 to 70 percent, depending on the muscle group being worked.
Volume training is where you’ll feel the “pump” that you might hear others
talk about. What happens is the muscles get a rush of blood from all the
activity and grow accordingly. Of course, this “pump” is only temporary but
the results of increasing the overall load on the muscle will be eventual
growth.



�6�7�5�(�1�*�7�+�� increasing muscle size, great for combination lifts

�:�(�$�.�1�(�6�6�� increasing muscle strength, needing to check your ego

An aspect of volume training that’s often overlooked is the ego issue.
You’ll be lifting much lighter weights than your 1-rep or 5-rep max and
you’ll be using very strict form. You’ll see others around the gym bouncing
heavy weights and you’ll be tempted to give in to your ego and start to
increase the weights. However, this will be a huge mistake and will only
hurt you in the long run. Be sure of yourself and the approach—be
consistent and you’ll achieve more than those people bouncing heavy
weights. It’s commonly said that when you bounce heavy weights, the only
thing that grows is your ego.

Our approach to volume training is pretty classic. Volume training
works well for most muscles but best for the big movers. Legs, chest and
shoulders all respond well to volume training. Smaller muscles achieve
good results through volume training but we have a better approach for
them later. For now we’ll keep the volume for the bigger muscle groups.

Finally, you won’t move up in weight when volume training until you
can do the prescribed number of reps and sets. That’s the nature of volume
training: The reps and sets are more important than the weight.

�7�(�1�6�,�2�1���7�5�$�,�1�,�1�*

Classic tension training has two main components: time under tension and
constant tension. Time under tension, or TUT, deals with the total time a
muscle is worked, meaning total number of seconds in a work set. Constant
tension means keeping tension on the muscle for the entire work set,
meaning you won’t lock out fully during a set.

�6�7�5�(�1�*�7�+�� increasing muscle size and hardness, particularly in isolation exercises

�:�(�$�.�1�(�6�6�� extremely taxing on central nervous system, requires extreme mental fortitude

Tension-training programs typically incorporate either or both of these
approaches. Our approach will blend them into one tension work set called
Rest-Pause.

Rest-Pause is a tension style in which, for a certain lift, you keep
constant tension on the muscle being worked for the entire work set—you
never fully lock out and you use very slow and methodical movement. The



movement should be 5 to 8 seconds down, 1 to 2 seconds up—no bouncing
of the weights ever! This is how a rest-pause set will look:

���� You work the exercise to failure, at which point you release tension
by putting the weight down.

���� Now take 10–15 deep breaths and then start the exercise again for as
many reps as you can, again putting the weight down when you reach
failure.

���� Take another 10–15 deep breaths and go once more until failure.
That’s considered one Rest-Pause set. The total number of reps you do

between the pauses is the total number for the Rest-Pause set. In practice, a
typical Rest-Pause set might be 8 reps, a 10-second pause, 4 reps, a 10-
second pause, and 2 reps—for a total of 14 reps.

You progress in a Rest-Pause set by meeting certain rep requirements
for a certain weight. We say that once you achieve 15 reps at a certain
weight, feel free to move up in weight for the next workout. However, if
you fail to get 10 reps at the new weight, go back down to the previous
weight until you reach 18 or 20 reps. This is how you bust through plateaus
in Rest-Pause exercises.

As with volume training, you’ll be using much less weight than your 1-
rep or 5-rep max. Resist the urge to cheat, bounce weight or decrease the
time on the descent. This is the single most common mistake with both
volume and tension training and it hurts overall progress in the long run.

�1�X�W�U�L�W�L�R�Q���I�R�U���%�X�L�O�G�L�Q�J���0 �X�V�F�O�H
Nutrition plays a big part in fueling for training and getting the long-term
body composition you want. Refer to “Nutrition for Building Muscle and
Developing Strength” on page 182 for guidelines on meal timing and
macro- and micronutrient consumption. You’ll also learn how what you
take in before, during and after training affects your success.

�)�;�7���0�;�����.�(�<���7�(�5�0�6

�: �D�U�P���8�S�� Warm-up set
�1�R�U�P�D�O�� Normal body-building set
�'�U�R�S���6�H�W�� Single Drop set after previous set



�3�R�Z�H�U�� Explosive power, 1 second up, 2–3 second down
�5�H�V�W���3�D�X�V�H�� Single working set to failure, 5 deep breaths, go again. Do
this 3 times.
�$�0�$�1�� As Many as Needed
�$�0�$�3�� As Many as Possible

�)�;�7���0�;�����3�2�,�1�7�6���.�(�<

10 Weighted Reps = 5 FXT points
20 Bodyweight Reps = 5 FXT points

�(�;�$�0�3�/�(��
�%�D�V�L�F���7�D�U�J�H�W���3�R�L�Q�W�V�� 80, Target Time: 16:00
�$�G�Y�D�Q�F�H�G���7�D�U�J�H�W���3�R�L�Q�W�V�� 120, Target Time: 18:00
Instructions: Complete as many sets as possible with good form. Rest as
needed.
20 Bodyweight Squats = 5 points
1:00 Plank = 5 points
20 Lunges = 5 points
(20) Push-Ups = 5 points
Example: Completed 4 sets of the above in 20:00.
Score: 80 +4:00
�1�R�W�H�� FXT:MX1 does not have a Target Time, as the workout has
required time under tension and is designed to be performed while
focusing on form rather than completion time. See the chart on page 45
for guidelines on how much weight you should be targeting based on a
percentage of your body weight.





page 141: Hip Raise and Hanging Leg Raise © Rapt Productions; Weighted
Hip Thrust © Scott E. Whitney

page 142: © Rapt Productions

page 143: Skater Hop © Scott E. Whitney; Side Hop © Rapt Productions

page 144: © Rapt Productions

page 145: © Scott E. Whitney

page 146: © Scott E. Whitney

page 147: © Scott E. Whitney

page 148: Squat © Rapt Productions; Goblet Squat and Back Squat © Scott
E. Whitney

page 149: © Scott E. Whitney

page 150: Lunge © Rapt Productions; Jump Lunge © Scott E. Whitney

page 151: Lunge with Twist © Rapt Productions; Toe Touch © Brett
Stewart

page 152: © Scott E. Whitney

page 153: © Scott E. Whitney

page 154: Calf Raise © Scott E. Whitney; Linear Reactive Step-Up ©
Kristen Stewart

page 155: Step-Up with Dumbbell Curl © Scott E. Whitney; Box Jump ©
Kristen Stewart

page 156: © Rapt Productions

page 157: Chin-Up © Rapt Productions; Single-Arm Curl & Overhead
Press and Overhead Press © Scott E. Whitney

page 158: © Scott E. Whitney



page 159: © Scott E. Whitney

page 160: © Scott E. Whitney

page 161: © Scott E. Whitney

page 162: © Scott E. Whitney

page 163: © Scott E. Whitney

page 164: Triceps Pressdown © Scott E. Whitney; Leg Press © Minerva
Studio/shutterstock.com; Hamstring Curl © Philip
Date/shutterstock.com

page 165: © Rapt Productions

page 166: © Rapt Productions

page 167: Around the World © Rapt Productions; “Poor Man’s Yoga”
Dynamic Warm-Up © Scott E. Whitney

page 168: © Michael Bennett

page 184: © Kristen Stewart

page 185: © Kristen Stewart

page 192: © Scott E. Whitney



�$�E�R�X�W���W�K�H���$�X�W�K�R�U�V

�%�U�H�W�W���6�W�H�Z�D�U�W is a certified personal trainer, a running and triathlon coach,
and an endurance athlete who currently resides in Phoenix, Arizona. An
avid multisport athlete, Brett has competed in well over a hundred events,
including road races, triathlons, marathons, ultramarathons and OCRs. He’s
constantly looking for new fitness challenges and developing new workouts
and routines for himself, his friends and his clients. Brett can be contacted
at www.7weekstofitness.com and is available for speaking at corporate
wellness and fitness events across the United States.

�-�D�V�R�Q���:�D�U�Q�H�U is an ISSA Certified Strength Trainer, fitness and sports
enthusiast, ultra-marathoner, triathlete, CrossFitter and overall Olympic-
lifting nut. He recently relocated to Victoria, British Columbia, from
Adelaide, South Australia, with his wife and three young children. Jason
wrote �8�O�W�L�P�D�W�H���-�X�P�S���5�R�S�H���:�R�U�N�R�X�W�V and �����:�H�H�N�V���W�R���������3�R�X�Q�G�V���R�I���0�X�V�F�O�H,
and contributed heavily to �����:�H�H�N�V���W�R���������3�X�O�O���8�S�V and �����:�H�H�N�V���W�R���*�H�W�W�L�Q�J
�5�L�S�S�H�G��

http://www.7weekstofitness.com/


�$�X�W�K�R�U�V���%�U�H�W�W���6�W�H�Z�D�U�W���D�Q�G���-�D�V�R�Q���:�D�U�Q�H�U
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